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Crime, Criminal Justice, and Criminology in Post-Soviet Ukraine 

Abstract 

This report analyzes crime, criminal justice and criminology in post-Soviet Ukraine. Its 

purpose is to introduce American criminologists and criminal justice researchers as u-ell as other 

observers to the state of crime and justice in Ukraine. The report will also help scholars 

understand the character of Ukrainian criminology and assist researchers from both countries in 

identi3ing projects and potential partners for collaborative inquiries. 

Outiine 

Chapter One is an interpretive analysis of recent Ukrainian political histoq,. It  describes 

the emergence of independent Ukraine, its regional differences, the \\Titten and working 

Constitution, central political institutions, and current socio-economic predicament. Chapter 

Two examines patterns of crime and criminality in Ukraine since 1972. It scrutinizes data on 

ordinary, economic, business, and organized crime. and it explores the reasons behind their 

growth and transformation in the last quarter centuv. Chapter Three analyzes the past and 

present system of criminal justice in Ukraine. It focuses on problems in policing. prosecution. 

criminal procedure, and offers an assessment of the regime's response to crime. Chapter Four 

outlines the main institutions and topics of criminological research in Ukraine todal: 

Sources and AckiiowIedgn~en~~ 

The Report relies upon not only published literature in Russian and Ukrainian, but also 

unpublished materials, including statistical reports and government studies, as \vel1 as inten'ieu.s 

with many scholars, judges, legal officials, procurators, and policemen. The Report benefitted 

from research assistance and advice from many scholars and legal officials in Ukraine, including 

Iu. M. Groshevoi, A. G. Kulik, A. A. Svetlov, A. P. Zakaliuk, and V. S. Zelenetskii. 

This document is a research report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice. This report
has not been published by the Department. Opinions or points of view expressed are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official position or policies of the U.S.
Department of Justice.
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Chapter One 

INDEPENDENT UKRAINE: AN OVERVIEW 

I .  Geopolitical Signijkance 

Ukraine is one of the linchpins of stability in East-Central Europe. Comparable to France 

in both area and population, Ukraine is, after Russia, the largest and most prominent of the 

successor states of the USSR. Ukraine’s geopolitical significance stems not only from its size, 

but also from its location and its economic potential. Ukraine connects western and eastern 

Europe: it is, as political geographers say, a critical “borderland.” Surrounded by Russia in the 

East, by Belarus in the north, the Black Sea in the South, and Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, 

Moldova, and Romania to the West, Ukraine is central to European regional securic. If it 

remains independent, it will make it impossible for Russia to extend its influence \vest. As 

Zbignew Brzezinski maintains, “it cannot be stressed strongly enough that u-ithout Ukraine. 

Russia ceases to be an empire, but with Ukraine suborned and then subordinated. Russia 

automatically becomes an empire.”’ 

With NATO expanding its borders eastward (to the western edge of Ukraine). Ukraine’s 

role in maintaining regional stability has only increased. If a newly expanded NATO is not to 

find itself face to face with a resurgent Russia, Ukraine \vi11 have to remain independent and 

resist the stationing of Russia‘s troops on it soil. Ukraine clearly has the political desire to 

remain independent of Russia, but it is not clear that Ukraine has the economic Lvhereivithal and 

internal stability to back up its political goals. Its turbulent histov, the legacy of Soviet rule, the 

immaturity of its democracy, and the chaos in its economy all call into question Ukraine‘s 
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coherence as an independent state. Moreover, if Ukraine continues to provide a hospitable 

environment for organized crime, it will provide a constant source of problems for NATO and 

EU countries -- as problems with the drug trade and trafficking in women already demonstrate. 

These factors help explain the immense attention the country has received in US foreign polic) in 

recent years (in 1998, Ukraine was the third-largest recipient of US foreign aid, behind only 

Israel and Egypt).' 

2. Internal Divisions. 

Ukraine's history has been defined by its own internal diLisions betxeen East and \{'est. 

Most of Eastern Ukraine has been under Russian control since the 1 71h centuq. and the Russian 

state today traces its roots to medieval Kiev (which it emphatically calls "Kievan m-). The 

U'estern quarter of the count? (including areas traditionally knonm as Galicia), n-ith betlveen 1 '5 

and 1/15 of the total population, \vas not linked to Russia or the Soviet Union until 1939. These 

areas \vere part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire until 1920. ivhen a large portion of this territo; 

\vas incorporated into intenvar Poland: it did not become part of the USSR until the Xiolotoi-- 

Ribbentrop pact ceded this part of Poland to the USSR. 

This divisive and 1% ell-remembered histop is largel!. responsible for tu0 complicated 

political problems today. First. Uhainian society is dixrided into t n o  parts u ith largel! diffrtrrtnt 

histories, different experiences with democracy and the free market. and different attitudes 

to\vard those institutions. The population in the Western part tends to identie \\ ith the models 

being provided by its neighbors to the \vest--the former Hapsburg territories of Poland. Slo\ ahia. 

and Hungary. In eastern Ukraine. ties Xvith Russia are much deeper and stronger. and there is 

greater identification Ivith and affinit), for traditionally Russian political culture and institutions. 
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Second, Ukraine has a very complex relationship with Russia, with attitudes toi5ard 

Russia tending to follow Ukraine's regional divisions. For Ukrainian nationalists, Russia is the 

historical enemy of the Ukrainian people, having subjugated Ukraine in the 1 71h and 1 81h 

centuries and then caused the deaths of a few million Ukrainians during the Great Famine of 

1932-1 933. Other Ukrainians identi@ closely with Russia - on account of their shared histon.. 

language, culture and a high rate of intermarriage between ethnic Ukrainians and ethnic 

Russians, who comprise 22 percent of the population of Ukraine. A minority (around 40 percent) 

of Ukrainian citizens speak Ukrainian as their primary language (although 73 percent of 

Ukrainian residents identified themselves as "Ukrainian" in the 1989 Soi'iet census). and a large 

number of ethnic Ukrainians define themselves as having mixed Russian-Ukrainian ethnicity 

\vhen given that choice on suweys.' For these ecumenicall>--minded Ukrainians. Russia and 

Ukraine have indissoluble links: the t\vo countries sprang from the same source -- medieval Kiei 

-- and ha1.e shared similar and tragic fates. 

Moments of political u n i 5  in Ukraine ha\.e been rare. Ukraine's declaration of 

independence. for example. ivas Ividely supported across the political spectrum. and in the 

December 199 1 referendum on independence. oi'er 90 percent \.oted for independence. including 

a majority in every region of Ukraine. including those traditionally linked to Russia. Since that 

time, hoFvei.er. the society and governlent ha\.e been di\.ided about hoiv to proceed on \ irtuall! 

all significant issues. including relations u-ith Russia. Many of those n-ho supported 

Independence were dismayed to see the government rupturing loiig-standing ties u-ith Russia. 

After several years of acrimonious relations. a tentati\.e compromise has been reached. in \\ hich 

Ukraine upholds economic ties Lvith Russia but does not participate in Russian-led regional 
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groupings such as the CIS Customs Union. On the central question of domestic economic 

reform, however, there is no consensus, little middle ground, and virtually no prospect for a 

harmonious political resolution. 

3. The Ambiguous and Anibivalenf Eniergence of Independence. 

Like other Soviet successor states, Ukraine first acquired economic autonomy as a result 

of the political decentralizations of the Gorbachev era. Gorbachev had hoped to improve the 

country's economic performance by increasing the authority and accountability of the constituent 

republics, and by taking decisions out of the hands of the middle-level bureaucrats n-ho depended 

on the stagnation of the Brezhnev system for their sun.i\-al. The first and last President of the 

USSR was willing to concede day to day control of both political and economic affairs as long as 

the republics lvould pursue centrallj.-set Union-\vide goals. Greater autonomy of course appealed 

to both Ukrainian nationalists and the reigning political elite in Ki>i.. Politicians gained 

notorietj and power ivithout much added accountability. and nationalists acquired the semblance 

of statehood. When the opportuniv for a non-binding and painless proclamation of sovereignt) 

presented itself in July 1990, Ukraine took it. Well before the collapse of the So\.iet Union. 

therefore. Ukraine enjoyed most of the prerogatives of an independent state Lvithout losing its 

membership in or access to the resources of a reorganized USSR.4 

Genuine independence ivas achieved suddenly. in the ivake of the August 199 1 putsch. I n  

fact. the Ukrainian state was created almost spontaneously. in a rush of pronouncements in the 

late summer and fall of 1991.' An amalgam of nationalists and an opportunistic political elite 

hammered out a pact of mutual convenience that yielded Ukraine's secession from the USSR. 

Put simply. the nationalists made a deal m-ith political and economic officials (the iionieizliZcirzir-Li/ 
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in Kyiv. The nationalists promised not try to remove the government from power in its drive for 

independence if the government in K i p  would break with the Soviet Union. For both sides. this 

was a sweet deal. The nomenklatura obtained their primary goal (retaining power). and the 

nationalists achieved their ultimate goal, an independent Ukraine. Finally, in December 1991, in 

the Belorussian forest outside of Minsk, President Kravchuk signed an agreement terminating 

Ukraine's participation in the Soviet Union. 

The fact that independence was brought about neither by reirolution nor the o\.erthro\v of 

the ruling elite has had lasting consequences for politics and policies in Ukraine. By agreeing to 

let the communist-era government retain polver under a ne\v label. the opposition made future 

political and economic change estremely difficult. V e p  few. if any. go\.ernment officials had an 

interest in the rapid changes that political and economic reformers sought and the country 

objecti\.ely needed. And the expectations of nationalist reformers that the old guard n-ould 

c gradually be skvept from pou.er kvere nai1.e. The rtontenklatzrl-a in fact has managed to presen'e 

real poiver. and control over propem. quite easily since 199 1. by means of a simple strateg?. -- b\ 

"recruiting to its ranks the most conformist leaders of the former counter-elite and by a timely 

change in its slogans for the sake of a new 'legitiniacr\.. 

Ukraine. to kvhich many elite belong. has been at least as rigid and consenati1.e as Russia's 

(some obsen.ers speculated that the Ukrainian communists endorsed independence so Gorbachm. 

Lvould not force upon them reformist economic policies). The deal brokered by the nationalists 

in 1991 thus left in power a cohort of officials vitally interested in the preservation of the 

. "b In addition. the Communist Part! of 

pre\.ious political and economic system. 

thus built into the transition in Ukrainian 

A powerful and entrenched opposition to chan, (le \vas 

politics. 
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4. Ukraine's Constitution 

It was not until 1996, and the settlement of a protracted political crisis, that a new 

Constitution was adopted in Ukraine.' However, the constant battles over authority betu.een the 

President, the Prime Minister, and Parliament (Verkhosna Rada) that preceded the adoption of 

the Constitution have not abated. In fact, the new Constitution has merely reinforced and 

institutionalized conflict at the apex of political power. Ostensibly a French semi-presidentialist 

system, in which Prime Minister and President share executive authority. the Ukrainian 

Constitution operates in practice like a fitful authoritarian regime. The President has \'e? broad 

powers, including control over the government.' The Prime Minister is not selected from among 

the party leaders in Parliament, but rather is an outside official confirmed by Parliament upon 

nomination by the President. And because the legislature has little sa!' in the formation of 

government. its acquiescence or cooperation in the development of policies is not easil>- 

obtained. Add to this too many fractious and underdeLreloped political parties. and !.ou get 

peculiar constitutional architecture that aggravates the disputes inherent in ideological. regional. 

and cultural differences in Ukraine.' The fact that there is no democratic v,-aJ- of resol\.ing thesi. 

disputes (both President and Parliament arc elected directly bl- the population) tends to escalate 

the character of political confrontations in Ukraine. 

There have been tkvo post-Soviet Parliaments in Ukraine. both dominated bJ socialisls 

and neither capable of forming coalitions. This fragmentation of the legislati\re assenibl> is 85 

much the consequence of ideological differences as it is of the inchoate party s>'steni."' For a 

variety of historical. political. and institutional reasons. organized political parties ha\ e played 

only a minor role in post-independence Ukrainian politics -- although that role seems to be 
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increasing under the new electoral law. The 1994 parliament was elected in 450 single member 

districts, according to a majoritarian electoral rule. The result was a large number of 

independents in parliament. For the 1998 elections, the electoral law was changed to a mixed 

plurality/proportional representation system, in which 225 members were elected in single 

member districts, and 225 were elected on the basis of p a Q  lists. The new law was intended to 

strengthen parties and add coherence to the parliament. but no party in parliament commands a 

majority or is able consistently to put fonvard a program that can u-in the support. or compel the 

acquiescence, of the President. 

Like its Soviet predecessor. Ukraine remains a unitaq. state under the 1996 Constitution 

(Article 132). There are three tiers of goL'ernment: national. regional. and local (n-hich includes 

cities, city and rural districts, villages and rural settlements). Regional (oblast) and Local (raion) 

governments are subordinated to higher-level governments in virtually e v e q  respect (Article 

1 18). The intergovernmental structure remains. formally. a strict hierarch!.. The unita? state is 

also reflected in the budget structure of Ukraine. ivhich mirrors the governmental structure. The 

budgets of loiver-level governments are essentially "nested" nithin the budgets of their 

corresponding higher-level goi.emments. At the same time. those departments of regional and 

local governments that still double as components of central ministries (in a relationship knonn 

as "dual subordination") normally recei\.e a large part of their budgets (especially the salary 

component) directly from the ministry. This pattern applied. for example. to regional police 

departments, Lvhich remained parts of the national level Ministry of Internal Affairs. Oiwall. 

intergovernmental fiscal relations in post-Soviet Ukraine are marked by a high degree of rex-enue 

dependency and reminiscent of the centralized fiscal management under the So\.iet system. 
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5. Ukraine 's Weak State and the Problem of Economic Reform 

Although a 1990 Deutsche Bank report judged Ukraine the most promising post-SoLriet 

economy, Ukraine has been a disaster since 1991. The first three years of independence were 

accompanied by hyperinflation, and between 1991 and 1998, Ukraine's real GDP declined by a 

cumulative 63 percent (compared to just over a 40 percent in Russia). Among the post-socialist 

countries, only Albania and Turkmenistan have suffered more severe donnturns. Virtually no 

sector or industry has escaped a deep and broad depression. Although many aspects of 

macroeconomic stabilization were achieved after 1994, uith the highlight being the introduction 

of a new currency (the HqT-nia) in 1996, the prospects for recoven. soon are bleak. hlost 

economic indicators and international authorities paint a dire picture for Ukraine. In 1996. the 

World Bank categorized Ukraine as among the "group 3" (slon reform) countries. In 1997. thc: 

World Econoniic Forum ranked Ukraine 

GIobal Conipelitii-eiiess Report. And in 1998. The Heritage Foundation-\!'all Street Journal 

hdex qf Ecor?omic Freedonz ranked Ukraine 125" out of 156 countries. labeling Ukraine as 

among the "mostly unfree" economies of the ivorld. Industrial in\.estnient (both domesticall!. and 

from abroad) remains lo\v -- despite lon-er inflation and a more stable current).. Since 1995 

Ukraine has become dependent on massi\.e infusions of capital from niultilateral lending 

institutions, particularly the International Moneta?. Fund, in order to prop up its economy. 

of 53 countries in overall competitiveness in its 

For the average Ukrainian. the consequences of the economic collapse ha1.e been 

devastating. even if difficult to quanti@. H5,perinflation ruined the s a i h g s  of the most 

defenseless sectors of the population. especially pensioners and the unemployed. Official 

unemplo>ment rates still run at around 3 percent. but this is not an accurate measure. )Ian) 
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workers have been placed on "administrative leave," or are officially listed as "employed" but are 

paid part-time, or not at all. In March 1993, inspections of 6:900 enterprises conducted by the 

State Center of Employment revealed that nearly 572.000 of the 3.9 million workers. or 14.6 

percent, were on long-term leave. In certain regions of Ukraine and branches of industv at that 

time, more than 44 percent were compelled to take leave. Lvhich resulted in le\rels of hidden 

unemployment reaching 58 percent. Recent estimates place the number of "hidden unemployed" 

at close to 3.5 million. Many of these workers have turned to "shadoiv activities" for their 

sustenance. Registered unemployment greiv from 162.000 in JanuaT 1996, to 35 1.100 in 

January 1997, before reaching 1.052.000 by July 1998. The ILO. however. estimated actual 

unemployment levels at closer to 9.8 percent. or three times the official rate. The situation is so 

dire that many Ukrainians go to Russia as gastarbeiters. -4s in the cases of other countries 

undergoing such profound socio-economic collapses. these conditions are criminogenic. a topic 

tve explore in detail in Chapter 2. 

Despite the extreme centralization of esecutit.e authorit?. in Ukraine. and the 

Constitutional right to rule by decree. the President has not been effecti\.e at go\.erning or 

reforming the economy. Kuchnia. the former Prime Xlinister and current President. has been 

much more reform-minded than his predecessor (Krairhuk) and both parliaments. but he has not 

taken many necessaq steps for economic recot-ery and he has becn unable to impose his 

programs or laws on society. The most striking policy failures have been in the areas of large- 

scale privatization (especially in the agricultural sector), corporale restructuring. enterprise 

governance, and creation of an "in\'estor friendlx" business climate. Part of this poliq. failure 

stems from the state's oum internal political di\.isions. and the difficult). of s imul t ane~us l~~  
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undergoing a fundamental political and economic transition. But much of the incapacitation of 

government is the result of the state's internal institutional weaknesses and illegitimacy. The 

government simply has difficulty commanding the loyalty of its subjects. It cannot predictably or 

reliably perform the most basic function of government: collecting taxes. It also has trouble 

obtaining the obedience of its own servants, as the discussion of corruption in Chapters 2 and 3 

will show. In this sense, Ukraine is a quintessential case of ivhat political scientists call a "iveak 

state."' ' 
Advisors from the IMF and World Bank have strongly emphasized the need for 

improvement in tax collection. and draconian measures have been attempted. In the summer of 

1998. for example. former Prime Minister Valery Pustovoitenko summoned several hundred 

prominent businessmen to a resort outside of KieL., ostensibly for economic consultations. He 

then held the businessmen hostage in the MaTinskyi palace, releasing them only after they paid 

their taxes. While these tactics sent a message about the state's need for revenue. the goL.ernmc'nt 

has not made significant improvements in tax collection. This chronic crisis of re\renue in 

Ukraine has had deleterious consequences for. among other things. laM- and order. and the refonn 

of criminal justice. Lvliich Lve discuss in Chapter 3. I t  has also thLvarted economic reform. 

The sources of economic decay and decline lie in three areas. First. n.hile Ukraine is rich 

in natural resources, most of these Lvere depleted in the Soi'iet period. Extraction costs in man> 

cases exceed the prospective prices of sales. Second. the Soipiet Union left Ukraine \vith an 

economic base that was not viable in market terms. In particular. eastern Ukraine has enoniioiis 

mining and metallurgy concerns that can neither be made profitable nor shut donm Lvithout 

making redundant a substantial percentage of the work force. No realistic transition stratt,- = ( I \  has 
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been developed to phase out these industries. Third, Ukraine is highly dependent on Russia for 

its energy, and has suffered a huge decline in terms of trade in the shift to world market prices: 

the prices of Ukraine's energy imports have increased far more than the prices of Ukraine's 

industrial and agricultural exports. Ukrainians with connections to Russian exporters have taken 

advantage of the price differentials, and their administrative authority. to reap huge illegal profits 

in this import business. 

Together with these systemic problems. the weakness of the Ukrainian state has 

facilitated the expansion of the shadolv economy. The shadoiv. or "unofficial" economy in 

Ukraine was estimated at 60 percent of total real GDP in 1996.'' Its gron-th has been srvifi. As 

early as 1992, a questionnaire of 223 private firms found that 53 percent of their aggresate profit 

was derived from shadoiv acti\.ities. In 1993. a poll of 200 companies operatin? n i t h  foreign 

capital revealed that 55 percent of their business ivas in\.ol\*ed Ivith the shadow econoni) . BJ 

1997, approximately 40 percent of all currency was circulating outside of the official banking 

system." A significant proportion of the labor force is therefore at least partially. if not ivhollj. 

employed in shadow activities. In a strict sense. all of this actix it! is illegal. Some of it. as n e  

discuss in Chpater 2. is closely linked to the criminal noorld. 

The shadow economy, it should be emphasized. is at least partl). attributable to escessi1.e 

state regulation, kvhich businesses ha1.e a hard time distinguishing from racketeering. The 

Byzantine tax system. onerous business registrstion requirements. and complex (and often 

contradictory) regulatory rules under Lvhich all legitimate economic interests must operate place 

In the hands of underpaid and overworked administrators innumerable opportunities for using 

public office for private gain. Over a thousand types of commercial acti\.ity are subject to 

.. 
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licensing. Twenty-five separate state organs have the right to audit businesses, and the ai.erage 

number of such annual checks has risen from 34 to 296. Ukrainian enterprises spend the 

equivalent of an estimated 3 percent of GDP on regulatory compliance each year. All of these 

rules and regulations have the effect of providing an army of state inspectors the po\ver to shut 

down any enterprise in the country, unless a bribe is paid. To some extent. the state itself has 

forced firms into the shadows by making legitimate and profitable business nearly impossible. 

Many of the government's seemingly irrational economic policies also provide incenti\ es 

and opportunities for crime and corruption. For example. the combination of hyperinflation and 

massive subsidized state loans enabled those lvith access to state loans to borroLv mone!. from the 

government, convert it to dollars. and then. after watching the currency lose much of its \.slue. 

convert only a portion of the dollars back into local currency in order to pay of the loan. 

pocketing the remainder. Similarly, the lack of privatization of enterprises gi\.es their state 

managers the abiliq to sell their assets at grossl\- undengalued prices in return for a cash side- 

payment. often deposited in a foreign bank account. Barter trade. prompted b>. instabilit~ in thi. 

currency. made such transactions easier to hide. by making prices difficult to monitor. Thus. 

former Prime Minister Pa\rlo Lazarenko (currently held in an American jail anaiting extradition 

to Switzerland) u-as reportedly able to make a fortune \$.hen he \vas able to use his control of 

state petroleum firms to buy gas at the subsidized rate. sell it at uorld market prices. and h 3 ~  e this 

profit deposited in SLviss banks.'" 

6. The Out/ook: Presidentid Elections 

Ukraine in 1999 enjoys relative political and economic stabilit).. but it is an unen\iable 

kind of stability. In contrast to Russia. the prospects for civil Mar or declaration ofemergenc: rule 
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by the executive are minimal. At the same time, however, the chances for a decisive turn for the 

better either in the economic or political arenas are also slim. Indeed it appears the Ukraine ma)' 

have found an unhappy but somewhat stable equilibrium between communism and liberalism. 

The most important opportunity for change will come at the end of October in 1999, 

when the country will hold Presidential elections. The incumbent, Kuchma, is challenged most 

seriously on the left, by a trio of candidates ranging from the moderate socialist former Speaker 

of Parliament Oleksandr Moroz, the openly pro-Soviet Yuliya Timoshenko, and Petro 

Symonenko, the Chairman of the Communist Party. None of these candidates advocate radical 

change of any kind, and while Kuchma is often labeled a "reformist," it is more accurate to say 

that he is not openly anti-reform, for he has initiated little real reform in practice. Thus the 

chances of a genuine reformer coming to poiver in the upcoming election are exceedingly slim (5 

rightist candidates can barely muster 5 percent support betLveen them in recent polls). Change 

\vi11 have to come from some other source. 

Ukraine is one of the few post-Soviet states to have peacefully and democratically 

changed executives (in 1994), but the notion of a fair election is already being se\.erely 

undermined by Kuchma's reelection strategies. hdost notably, the past year has seen a number of 

opposition newspapers and television stations closed on dubious grounds. Kuchma's policies put 

him on a western watchdog group's top five list of enemies of a free press. Thus \vhile the vote 

itself \vi11 likely not be "fixed" the playing field for the campaign has been tilted in favor of the 

incumbent. If, as appears likely, Kuchma will defeat his leftist challengers, the prospect of a 

socialist revanche (such as in Poland) will disappear. But Kuchma's victoq \vi11 not be a i-ict0r-j. 

for economic reform, and in terms of democratization may represent a regression. 
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Chapter Two 

CRIME AND CRIMINALITY IN POST-SOVIET UKRAINE 

Between 1989 and 1999 Ukraine, like other former Soviet republics, experienced a 

dramatic surge in its overall rate of recorded crime, on the order of two and a half fold.' This 

increase should not surprise readers, for these very years witnessed the collapse of a whole 

economic system, the enfeeblement of the state and its capacity to enforce its laws, and radical 

changes in social structure. At the same time, behind these numbers lie a whole series of st'ories. 

some more familiar than others; and there remain as well riddles to solve and oddities that call 

for explanation. 

Two stones loom so large as to define the organization of this chapter. The first concerns 

crime as a whole. and especially the ordinary. garden-variety crimes. propem crime. crimes of 

violence, and so on. It is here, after all. that major surge in activiq (and in police registration of 

activity) occurred: and, as we shall see, the really dramatic change occurred not in crimes of 

violence but rather in simple theft. On the one hand, the rise in theft almost certainly reflects the 

changes in social structure--\vhether reflected in class differences. social disorganization, social 

strain. On the other hand, the Soviet rates of property crime ivere so low in comparison n-ith 

those found in Western European countries that one might qual i6  the ston as nomialization. 

The other big story concerns the criminalization of the economy, that isc development of 

economic activities of organized crime (e.g trade in narcotics) and the symbiotic relationship 

betxveen the criminal world and much of prilrate business. \Those firms have come to rei>- upon 

criminal organizations for protection, and who themselves face strong incentives to e\.ade 

taxation. Then there is the invohfement of government officials. as participants more than as 
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combatants of these activities, and the spread of what is seen as corruption. There is, to be sure, 

some overlap between the worlds of ordinary and business-related crime, especially if one 

defines organized criminal groups in a loose fashion. But for purposes of analysis, the distinction 

remains useful. 

As we proceed to examine in detail each of these stories (and their various parts). n.e \vi11 

pay close attention to what is distinctive about the Ukrainian situation, in both reality and 

perception. The leading local commentators on crime in Ukraine go out of their lvay to 

emphasize that notwithstanding the grouth of crime. Ukraine continues to have a much loM-er 

rate of recorded crime than does the Russian Federation. still f o q  percent less in 1995.: To be 

sure, comparison with other post-Soviet republics suggests that it is Russia that is the outlier: but 

explaining this dramatic difference should help us understand better Ukrainian realities.’ BeJ-ond 

reality there is the matter of perception. In the u-ritings of both criminologists and other 

commentators in Ukraine, one encounters a strain of pessimism that may or may not be 

warranted. This pessimism takes the form of assertions that Ukrainian officials are more corrupt 

or corrupted than their Russian counterparts. or that the dark figure of crime (the crimes 

unknown to the police or unrecorded bjr them) is larger in Ukraine.4 V’hate\.er the true situation. 

these attitudinal differences ma>. matter more than the reality behind them. 

Patterns of Criminaiitv and Ordinan. Crime 

Although the great surge in crimes committed and registered in Ukraine occurred in 

1989-1 995, there had been a pattern of gradual increase already from the mid 1960s. accelerating 

in the years 1978-1 983 and followed by a brief period of stabilization in the mid 1980s and e l m  
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decline in 1987-1 988 as a result of the anti-alcohol campaign of Mikhail Gorbachev. Overall. 

between 1972 and 1989 rates of record crime more than doubled. The first challenge is to 

explain this change, and this requires turning to history. In part, the increase reflected the 

growing urbanization of Ukraine (and USSR) -- for the USSR from 56% urban in 1970 to 66% in 

1989 -- but even more it resulted from the declining influence of factors that had kept crime rates 

artificially low in previous decades. 

At least four factors combined during the decades of the 1930s, 1940s. 1950s. and first 

half of the 1960s to keep crimes rates in the USSR and Soviet Ukraine lo~v. despite remarkabl! 

high rates of urbanization. One \vas shifts in the scope of the criminal law. especiall:. periodic 

exercises in decriminalization. Thus, in the mid 1920s public drunkenness and pett) theft v, ere 

shifted to administrative jurisdiction. Decriminalization could come in enforcement practice. as 

ne11 as in law. as in the Lvake of the Stalin's harsh decrees on theft in 1937 police for the most 

part stopped prosecuting ju\.enile offenders for thefts.' A second factor depressing the crime 

rates was demographic. as convulsions like collecti\.ization and World JVar I1 reduced artificiall) 

the number of J'oung men (the main crime-committing group) in the population. This factor h:.d 

special force in the decade of the 1950s: and \Then a new generation of !.outh befan to impact nti 

crime rates in the early 1960s. some of their acti\4>. \vas shifted to the pun-ien- of ju imi le  affairs 

commissions and effectively decriminalized.6 A third factor v, as the change in propert! rslations 

and in patterns of production that occurred in the earl>- 1930s. The decline in pri1 ate propert! 

and the amount and attractiveness of consumer goods led to a corresponding decline i n  theft of 

private property. To be sure. pilfering of state propem from the Lvorkplace developed into an 

epidemic. but until 1940 -,vas treated as an administratiLre offense. and. once criniinalized. the 
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offense was often ignored.’ A fourth factor influencing rates of recorded crime was the habits of 

police in recording crimes. For much of Soviet history police were evaluated on the basis of 

rates of solving crimes ( r a s h a e m o s t ) ,  and this encouraged them not to register crime reports. 

especially of thefts, where there were no obvious suspects. At times, police were k n o ~ n  to keep 

a separate parallel record of “criminal manifestations”, which did not enter the official statistics.‘ 

The period 1965-1988 witnessed a decline in the effects of the first three of these crime- 

suppressing factors. Finally, after decades of disturbance some demographic normality \vas 

achieved. No further decriminalization of significance occurred; in fact. a series of police 

campaigns encouraged the qualificaiion of more petty offenses as criminal. And. most important. 

the Soviet economy finally began to produce a significant amount of goods \I-orth stealing. On 

the one hand, the Brezhnev goLVernment adopted a policy of increasing production of consumer 

durables of all kinds: on the other hand. a parallel or shadow economy (sometimes called the 2nd 

economy) emerged to facilitate production and distribution of a n-ide variety of consunier goods. 

The shadow economy was itself a criminogenic phenomenon. involving illegal production and 

trade, bribery of officials. misappropriation of supplies. and the use of private protection 

semices; and we shall return to it in our discussion of business-related crime. But the shadoiv 

economy likely affected ordinary crime as well. by proiriding more opportunities for propert!’ 

crime and inl.olving a large part of the population in lalv-avoidance actilities that eroded thc 

already low respect for law.9 As Table 2.1 (nest page) shou-s. these factors contributed to a fair]). 

steady increase in the total number of registered crimes in Ukraine in this period. 
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Table 2.1 Criminality in Soviet Ukraine, 1972-1988. 

Total # YO Growth 
Registered Crimes since 1972 

135,646 

1973 128,430 -3.4 

144,325 1-6.4 

145,117 +7.0 

148.514 +9.5 

14 1.604 

1978 155,088 +14.3 

1979 178,019 +3 1.2 

I 1980 I 196,902 I 4 5 . 2  

1981 209, I35 e 5 4 2  

1982 2 12,990 3 7 . 0  

I 3983 I 236,580 1 -71.4 

1984 239.7 12 -69.4 

1985 249.553 -84.0 
~~ 

I 1986 I 248.663 I eS3.3 

1987 237.82 I -75.5 

1988 242.974 +79.1 
Source: Kulik, Prestupnost 1, Ukraine. no. 3. 1994. pp. 136- 13 

% growth from Crime Coefficient 
preceding year (per 100.000) 

-- 283 

-3.4 266 

+0.6 297 

1-2.3 303 

-4.6 287 

19.5 313 

+14.8 358 I 

-6.2 

1-1 .8 435 

+ I  1.1 

-3.9 453 

-0.4 488 

-4.4 464 I 
-? - .- ? I 473 I 

In 1989 the number of record crimes in Ukraine rose by 32.70ib o\rer the pre\.ious >-car. 

from 242,974 to 322,340; and this surge requires special explanation. 1989 LYas the ).ear that the 

USSR Ministv of Internal Affairs called for a change in the registration practices of police. 

instructing them to include all crinies reported to them (and promising not to pa!. attention to the 

low rates of detection that uould result). The purpose of this artificiallj- generated "crime uai .c* .  

became ob\ious in the spring, lvhen police officials \vent out of their ivay to publicize the data 

and generate a social panic. The purpose of this esercise in public relations \vas to attract more 
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Total r ?6 groitth from Crime Coefficient 
year Registered Crimes preceding >'ear (per IOO.000) 

resources for the police!" This was how the Soviet police, in their latter days: chose to use the 

new openness in the media (glasnost) for their own purposes. 

1988 

1989 

I990 

While the change in police reporting explains a good portion of the crime Lvave of 1989, 

~~ ~~ ~ 

242.974 -3 -.- 3 473 

392,340 -32.7 613 

369.809 -14.7 713 

there is reason to believe that there was an actual increase as well. For 1989 represented the 

1991 

I992 

beginning of the end of the Soviet economy, the year uhen suppressed inflation led to a goods 

~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~ 

405.5 16 -9.7 750 

480.478 718.5 922 

shortage in the main economy, as the bulk of goods fled into the shadow economy. The real 

1993 

1994 

1995 

prices necessary to actually acquire scarce goods in the second economy became excessively 

539.199 -11.2 1032 

57 1.891 -6.0 1096 

64 1.860 -12.2 1741 I 

high, especially as members of the public resorted to hoarding. There is. in short. eve? reason to 

I997 

1998 

believe that 1989 was the start of a real surge in propert>. crimes like theft. And. as Table 2.2 

589,208 -4.5 I I61 

575.982 -3.3 1 I37 

shows, in Ukraine betn-een 1990 and 1995, the amount of recorded crime increased at an annual 

a\'erage rate of 13%, reaching its peak of 64 1 ,860 in 1995. 

I 1996 I 6 1 7.262 1 -3.8 1 1208 I 
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Each of the next three years registered a decrease in the order of 3 4 %  per annum. How 

can one explain this decrease? Were there important changes in the age structure of Ukrainian 

residents (for example, because of young men fleeing to Russia in search of jobs). or significant 

improvements in law enforcement? Not to our knoLv1edge. The most likely explanation is 

changes in police practice, involving both more qualification of less serious incidents as 

administrative rather than criminal offenses (i.e. a quiet decriminalization) and an increasing 

tendency not to record as crimes incidents ivhere there were not suspects (out of a concern \\ i t h  

rates of solution)." 

Hou.ever dramatic the increase in criminal activity in late and post Soviet Ukraine. that 

country did not come close to the levels of recorded crime in the Russian Federation. In 1993. 

for example. Lvhile Ukraine recorded 1.032 crimes per 100.000 population (the crime 

coefficient). the Russian Federation produced 1.890. Per 100.000 population aged fourteen m d  

ab0x.e. the difference nas even greater: 1.287 versus 2.343." These data reflect long-standing 

differences betlveen the t\vo republics: in 1972 Ukraine's coefficient stood at 2S3 and in 197 I 

Russia's was at 536. To be sure. republics like Moldova and Belorussia at each period had 

figures similar to Ukraine's. so Russia turns out to ha1.e been the anomalj.." But \ \hJ?  

An obvious explanation Lvould be differences in levels of urbanization. Parts of Ukraine. 

such as the Western regions (Zakarpatiia. Ivano-Frankiisk. l'olj.nskaia. l'initskaia ). u-ere 

primarily rural? and had al\vays had the loivest coefficients of recorded crime in Uhaine. o\~er311 

at one third the coefficients recorded in the industrial east. and loiver than an:. rural region i n  

Russia. Much higher levels of crime were found in the city of Kiev. Kharkov region, and the 

Crimea (thought by some to ha\-e the n-orst crime problem in 1999). and the highest coeeficienrs 
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of crime in the eastern industrial regions of Dnepropetrovsk, Donetsk, and Lugansk. Hoii.e\.er. 

their coefficients of crime in 1993 reached only sixty percent of the levels recorded in the 

industrial regions of Russia, such as Sverdlovsk and Perm in the Urals." R'hile lei7els of 

urbanization explain differences in crime between regions of Ukraine. they do not explain the 

systematic differences in levels of recorded crime betkveen Ukraine and Russia. According to the 

1989 census, Ukraine was no less urban than the Russian Federation (it \vas actually slight]! 

more urbanized with 67% of it population living in cities as opposed to 66% in Russia). 

Moreover, the Ukrainian industrial regions Dnepropetrovsk and Donetsk had higher le\.els of 

urbanization (respectively 83% and 90%) than did the Russian regions of Sverdlo\.sk and Perm 

(77% and 87%). Nor did the age structure of the population explain the difference. In 1987 the 

share of the population betn-een the ages of 15 and 29 (the most crime prone) registered in Russia 

22.98% and in Ukraine 22.1 1%. ni th  gender siniilar gender ratios." 

The Russian Federation had tn.0 criminogenic features largelj lackins in Ukraine. The 

first \vas a substantial frontier area. most notably the Russian Far East. vhich had b! far the 

highest crime rates in the tvhole former Soviet Union. The second \+-as the huge number of 

transient persons moxing around the count9 u ithout Gsed addresses (and not necsssarill 

included in the population data). Even decades ago. a portion of crimes committed i n  the RSFSR 

u.ere the u.ork of persons from other parts of the USSR. for example Georgia and L;zbekistan. 

After the breakup. Russia received millions of refugees and resettlers from \.arious pans ofthe 

FSU; and as \vel1 a large number of "visitors" from countries of the Kear Abroad. And. man! 01' 

the persons apprehended for crimes in Russia fell into these categories.I6 
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Other explanations might focus upon law enforcement -- the density of police to 

population, variations in police practices and in registration, but it is unlikely that these \vould 

explain such large and long-standing differences in the levels of recorded crime. 

The surge in recorded crime in Ukraine between 1989 and 1993 effected a major change 

in the structure of crime. Property crimes (eg. theft. robbery, sv,-indling. and extortion) and 

economic crimes (such as bribetaking, counterfeiting. and trading in narcotics) greu so much 

faster than crimes of violence (esp. murder. serious assault, and hooliganism). that the former 

grew from a one third to two thirds share of all crime and the latter fell from t n o  thirds to one 

third!I7 Although a preponderance of crimes n-ith "mercenaq motil-es" is normal in times of 

economic decline, the shift in Ukraine and other post-So\.iet states came quickly. 

As Table 2.3 (next page) shous. by 1993 theft of private propert! had risen from its I972 

level of 14.798 by more than 13 times to 193.002: this figure reached 208.534 in 1995 bzhre  

leveling out in 1998 at 184.760. At the same time, theft of state (and collecti\ e) propert! rose 

from 12.235 in 1972 to 115.987 in 1993. by 8.4 times, its peak before declining to 84.?00 in 

1998 (reflecting in part the progress of privatization). In addition. there is reason to S U F ~ O S C  t h 1  

the dark figure for these offenses n-as especiallj. high. On the one hand. police iierz at a11 tinits 

reluctant to record thefts for \\hich they had no chance ofsolution: on the other hand. membtrs 

of the public. losing faith in the police's capacity and n-illingness to investigate thefts of 

apartments and cars. reported these occurrences \vith decreasing frequency.'s 
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Year 

1972 

TABLE 2.3. THEFT of Private and State Property, 1972-1 998. 

Theft of Private Property Theft of State and Collective Property 
( #i I % of all registered crime) (# I % of all registered crime) Total registered crimes 

14,798 / 10.9 12.235 I 9.0 135.616 

I I I I I 

1990 

1991 

129,900 135.1 49,429 I 13.4 369.809 

154,78 1 138.2 64.281 I 15.8 405.5 16 

I 
~~ ~~~ ~~ ~ 

I 1980 1 32,863 116.7 I 24.462 I 12.4 1 196.907 

1993 

1991 

1995 

194,002 136.0 115.987121.5 539.299 

197,715 134.6 113,993 I 19.9 57 I .89 I 

208,544 132.5 129,698 i 30.3 64 1.860 

I 4 80,4 7 8 I 1992 I 179,889137.4 1 99,559 120.7 I 

1996 

1997 

1998 

198,447 / 32.1 1 14.689 / 18.6 6 17.263 

177,500 i 30.2 91.966! 16.1 589.208 

181,760 I 32. I 84.320 ! 11.6 575.9s2 J 

Apartments and n-arehouses represented the most coninion location for stealing. and the 

thie\.es favored abo\re all je\velry. antiques. imported electronic goods. and hard current!.. At rhe 

same time, the 1990s saw a revitVal of theft of chickens and raids on vegetable gardens. acts 

reminiscent of the famine of 1947. About half the thefts \yere committed by groups of offenders. 

often professional but not usually high level units of organized crime. (klore on the \.arid> of 

"organized groups" Iater). Not surprisingly. jwzeniles bore responsibility for more than one third 

of the thefts, and lvomen committed thirteen percent. hlors than fort?. percent of apprehended 

thieves had criminal records, in the main for previous thefts.'q 

A considerable proportion of thefts \vere committed bj. single persons in their tiyenties 

ivithout eniplojnient. and perhaps Lvithout fixed addresses as \yell. In the cities of Russia such 
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“floaters” were well represented among thieves and constituted one reason for the o\.eruse of 

pretrial detention and consequent overcrowding in the prkons. It Lvould be useful to determine 

whether Ukraine faced a similar problem. 

Despite the importance of theft in the structure of crime in Ukraine. we have encountered 

hardly any studies of it.20 It would be helpfd to learn about the roots of theft. for example 

portion reflected poverty or was related to social strain. and what portion represented the \vork of 

professional criminals taking advantage of an underpoliced and undercontrolled environment. 

Crimes of violence also experienced a surge from 1988 to 1995. though at a lesser rate 

hat 

than property crimes. As Table 2.4 (next page) sho\vs. intentional assault rose from 1211 in 1988 

(versus 2.21 8 in 1972) to 8.800 in 1995. RobbeF frorn1.694 in 1988 (versus S3? in 1972) to 

4.998 in 1994. And. intentional murder rose from 2.016 in 1988 (\.ersus 1.577 in 1971) to 4.896 

in 1995. In contrast. rape (including attempted) reached its high point in 1989 at 2.736 (1 ersus 

1.564 in 1972). then declined to 1.333 in 1998! As a result. the percentase of raps convicts 

among the population of labor colonies decline from 9.8% in 1991 to 3.4% in 1998.:’ 
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I .752 : 0.3 1996 8.429 / 1.4 4.933 10.8 4.896 10.8 

1997 7.602 f 1.3 4.873 10.8 A.529 / 0.8 1.5 i 0 : 0.3 

1998 6.943 1 1.2 4.897 10.9 4.563 0.8 1,333 ' 0.2 
Source: Kulik. Prestumost v Ukraine, no. 2, 1994, and '-0snovn)e tendentsii." 

Table 2.4 Crimes of Violence, 1988- 1998 

year 

1972 

1988 

Intentional Assault* Robbery Intentional Murder Rape 
(# I % of all crime) (# I % of ail crime) . (# / 96 of all crime) (% / % of all crime) 

2,218/ 1.6 832 10.6 1,577 / 1.2 1.564 I 1.2 

4,24 1 I 1.8 1,694 1 0.7 2.0 16 10.8 2.30 1 i 1 .o 
I989 5,939 I 1.8 2,547 10.8 2,589 10.8 2.736 ! 0.9 

1993 I 8,1741 1.5 I 4.712/0.9 I 4.008 10.7 I 2.078 i 0.4 1 

1990 

1991 

1992 

6,673 I 1.8 2,959 10.8 2.823 I C.8 2.661 10.7 I 
6,850 I 1.7 2,833 10.7 2.902 10.7 2,351 10.6 

8,117 I 1.7 3.692 10.8 3.679 10.8 2.369 i 0.5 

1994 

1995 

* "intentional Assault" (Article 101 of the Criminal Code) iniolves inflicting grave bodil) injuy that i s  threatening 
to the life of the victim. incidences of lesser forms of assault. including batter\ (Article 102) and batter). committed 
in a state of severe emotional distress (Article 103) comprised another 3 percent ofall registered crini? in 1971: 
these, too, fell in the period under examination. to I .5 percent in I993 and I .4 percent in 1998. 

Although criminologists in Ukraine emphasize the no\.el aspects of the rise in murders-- 

such as the presence of contract murders (210 in 1995) and the rise in the use of guns (from 15- 

16% of murders in the 1980s to 20% in 1993. u-ith handguns replacing hunting neapons to a 

degree), the bulk of murders and the largest share of the increased number of murders remained 

as before "impulse murders" committed among family. neighbors. and friends n hile under the 

influence of alcohol. In 1995,62.2% of murders reflected intoxication of the offender (\.irtuaIl>. 

8,772 I 1.5 4.998 10.9 3.571 0.8 2.061 !' 0.4 

8,800 I 1.4 4,740 10.7 4.783 i 0.8 1.937 / 0.3 

the same as in the 1960s); and only 2 1 % of the \.ictims \yere unknoM-n to the assailant." One 

must conclude that the rise in murders (and also assaults) during the past decade reflected the 
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stresses of unemployment and impoverishment and the accompanying increase in consumption 

of alcohol far more than the growth of organized crime. 

Ukraine’s coefficient of murder (reports of actual and attempted, per 100.000 population) 

reached the level of 9 recorded by the United States in 1994, in contrast to the 5 registered by 

Germany and France. Still, Ukraine lagged well behind Russia at 23 and Estonia at 24: and six 

other Soviet successor states had rates higher than Ukraine (Kazakhstan at 15, Latvia at 16 etc.).” 

The sharp decline in reported incidents of rape during the 1990s deserves exploration. To 

be sure. the inevitable reluctance of \.ictims to make reports to the police. assures a high Ie\.el of 

latency. and it was possible that in the 1990s the inexperienced. underequipped. and fearful 

persons m-ho filled the ranks of o r d i n q  policemen had little sympathy lvith or respect for the 

claims of female victims. But lve doubt that changes either in police conduct or public attitudes 

toLvard police could explain the drop in recorded rapes in 1998 belolv the lei.el for 1972. Xote 

that in Russia there was also a decline in rape data betu-een 1990 and 1998. but not as dramatic. 

Was there a connection to the lveak economic position of \vonien. u-ho represented ma-jor losers 

in the Ukrainian economic collapse. or to the reportedly dramatic increase in street prostitution in 

Ukraine. in part at lo\v prices? The criminological characteristics of reported rapes >.ield hi 

clues. As before, so in the 1995. t\vo thirds of attempted rapes ivere committed b> persons 

twent>’-one and under. nearly tn-o thirds of offenders \\‘ere drunk as nere fort). percent of ihz 

victims. and many of the incidents resulted from misunderstandings.” 

The share of reported crimes in Ukraine committed by v,-omen has gro\i-n noticeabl? in 

the 1990s. rising from 13.6% in 1993 and 17.5% in 1996 (as opposed to 13.9% in Russia i n  

1995). One should notet hen-ever. that in 1972 u-omen represented 20.7% of offenders in 
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Ukraine. To some extent, the share of crime committed by women is correlated kvith economic 

fortunes. For example, by 1980, the proportion of all crime committed by women had declined 

again to 15%; in 1985 and 1986 (years of marked shortages in consumer goods). it rose sharpl!.. 

to 22 and 26 % respectively, and again, in the mid 1990s (years of hyperinflation). In the 1990s 

women were involved mainly in crimes like theft and cheating customers/suppliers. but oi’er the 

last five years they were increasingly implicated in narcotics related offenses and crimes of 

violence, usually in connected with dr~nkenness.’~ 

The share of juveniles in criminal activity, and of young persons (aged 1 8-23). grew 

during the years 1979 to 1993 (the coefficient for juveniles more than doubled. and that for 

young persons grew by 88.2%), n-hile the coefficient for persons 25 and o\.er increased by half. 

But from 1993 the share of juveniles and young persons began to drop and that of older offenders 

to rise. perhaps reflecting demographic factors. While juveniles aged 14 to 17 represented 134; 

of identified offenders in 1993 in Ukraine. their share had dropped to 8.6% by 1998. In Russia 

the share ofjuvenile offenders dropped from 17% i n  1991 to 12?6 in 1995. 

Like ju\?enile delinquents eveq-u-here. Ukrainian !-outh committed niainl). thefts (from 

apartments or of automobiles). operated in groups (gangs). and ivere moti\,ated more b ~ r  a desire 

to achielre prestige among their peers than by mercenaq considerations.” lf’hat ma!‘ n-ell 

distinguish young offenders in Ukraine (and the FSU generally) from their counterparts in the 

West was the likelihood that they ivould mature into adult offenders. For one thing. the 

proliferation of criminal groups. including of an organized and professional nature. assured 

opportunities for criminal careers. and it has been reported that organized crime in particular 

actively recruits from young criminals.” At the same time. the moral code that pr?dominates 
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among young persons in the countries of the FSU emphasizes as the number one value the 

pursuit of economic gain at any cost; and the heroes of youth are, if not mafiosi, at least the *.ne\% 

Ukrainians" or "new Russians", most of whom, the corresponding publics assume. made their 

fortunes through illicit means. It would be useful to determine lvhether an unusually large share 

of Ukrainian young offenders become adult criminals, perhaps through a cohort study. 

The rate of recidivism among apprehended suspects in Ukraine betn-een 1990 and 1993 

averaged 18%. some three to four percent below that recorded in Russia. but this rate fell during 

the mid 1990s to about 15%." Women and civil senants convicted of job-related crimes 

recidivated much less frequently. while persons convicted of theft. sivindling. and trade crimes 

repreated more often than the gross averages. As of 1993. of repeat offenders. 30% committed a 

new drime within three years of release from confinement. tu-o thirds \vithin f i x  e >ears. E\ e? 

se\renth recidivist had been comkted of three or more offenses. and the bulk of these persons 

had received from a court the designation "especially dangerous recidi\.ist". Receil ing this 

stigma. say for convictions of tn.0 very dangerous crimes. or t\vo moderatel). serious crimes and 

then one minor one (all according to a complicated formula) meant a loss of eligibilit? for e x i ~  

release and confinement in a "special regime" labor colony.'9 

Another criminogenic group 11 ithin the population of post-So\liet countries including 

Ukraine is migrants. In Russia, the greatest recipient of migrant population, nen-comers 

accounted for 8% of recorded crime in 1995; data for the city of Moscow places the share for 

arri\fals. temporary and permanent. at one third! While Ukraine does not receive as man> 

migrants as does the Russian Federation. it remains a recipient. and some of its regions ( i n  the 

southeast) have large numbers of newcomers. In addition to refugees and resettlers nko  come 
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legally, Ukraine in the 1990s received some 50,000 illegal migrants (according to official data)."' 

We have not encountered any studies of the role of migrants in criminal activity, in general or 

specific areas of crime, like the shadow economy or illegal trade of narcotics or women. 

Another question worth pursuing is the size and nature of the dark figure in Ukrainian 

criminaliq (that is, crime that does not become k n o ~ n  to the police). Ukrainian criminologists 

assume that this figure is not only large but also growing. but. as we discuss in Chapter 3. they 

cannot always support this supposition uith solid evidence. 

In this overview analysis of ordinary crime in Ukraine, lve ha\-e kept close to the 

available data and sought to explain obsewable patterns. It is also possible to stand back from 

the particulars and consider theoretical perspectives that offer explanations at a higher lelrel of 

analysis and may in turn suggest ne\v questions as \yell. 

One of the oldest, and most commonsensical perspecthres. \vas offered a centuqr ago b ~ ,  

Bonger. \Tho sought to demonstrate a correlation betLveen po\.erty and criminal activitJ.. Parts of 

the Ukrainian population are so poor that stealing to sun7il.e ma!. \vel1 be a fact of life. 

Ironically. it was the original So\riet leaders ivho. in a moment of generosit?. after coming to 

poiver. were ready to treat as a mitigating factor the commission of crimes "out of need" (- 

nuzhdv). Sympathy for the don-ntrodden has long since left the criminal codes of the former 

Soviet republics, but hopefully it is still reflected in the practice of lan enforcement." 

A far greater share of criminal acti\.it>*. probably the bulk in Ukraine todaj-. can be 

understood as a reaction to social strain. In his justly famous study of anomie. Robert K. Alerton. 

presented resort to crime as a p0sith.e (innovative) response to the increases in  strain. The 

alternatives of immigration (deserting the ship). resignation (say in the forrn of alcoholism). or 
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rebellion have worse consequences for the society in\.olved. What produces strain, of course. is 

the combination of relative deprivation, the permeation of society by a single set of values (e.g. 

material), and the uneven distribution of legitimate means of achieving them. Hence, anomie, 

strain, and the need for a re~ponse.~' 

Arguably, the late and post Soviet experience, exemplified by Ukraine. contained a 

remarkable combination of circumstances that produce social strain. At one and the same time. a 

sudden and sharp form of social differentiation emerged. in \vhich a large part of the population 

became impoverished and earned but a small fraction of that earned by the wealthy: the societ? 

became enamored with the values of material accumulation: and \ ' ev  fe\v of the population 

(none in the public view) had access to legal ways of obtaining u-ealth." Of course. some, 

especially the well placed. had the opportunit). for immoral. if not illegal. acquisition of uealrh. 

to the undying resentment of the rest. 

In the USSR, there ivere also structured inequalities. though nou-here near as large or 

visible as those that emerged after its collapse. Most important. both social strain and its 

potential effects \vere muted by three important factors: the presence of a welfare state (until the 

1980s at least the poorer parts of the population \yere protected by a safety net): opportunit? for 

social mobility (the possibili5 to achieve success legally through obtaining higher education and 

resulting job tracks); and finally social control (the presence not only of police. but also of strong 

families and communiq institutions supporting a sJ.stem of moralit). that 11 as generallj 

accepted." From 1989. the protections of the Lvelfare state have all but vanished i n  Ukraine (as 

well as Russia; the easy paths to social mobilitjr had disappeared (only the pursuit of -*business" 

promised any gains). and both policing and the system of "communist moralit! had lost their 
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effectiveness. In place of any ideals or sense of right supplied even ritualistically by communist 

morality stood the worship of the dollar and the market, acquisitiveness above all. 

One can go one step hr ther  than the theory of strain in an attempt to fathom the 

criminogenic state of contemporary Ukraine and posit an ideal Vpe of society that is especiall! 

criminogenic. Recently in a creative line of analysis Elliott Currie has proposed an amalgam 

called a "market society", which is especially likely to generate high levels of violent crime." A 

market society is one where the principles of the market are not confined to some parts of the 

economy and are not "appropriately buffered and restrained by other social institutions and 

norms," but instead "come to suffuse the u-hole social fabric, and to undercut and ovenvhelni 

other principles that have historically sustained individuals. families. and communities." A 

market society for Currie contains at least seven criminogenic mechanisms: "the progressii e 

destruction of livelihood; the grou-th of extremes of economic inequality and material 

deprivation: the 1vithdraLval of public senices and supports ... : the erosion of informal and 

communal networks of. .. suppo rt...; the spread of a materialistic. neglectful. and 'hard' culture: 

the unregulated marketing of the technology of \.iolence: and ... the n-eakening of social and 

political alternati\res." Curie's larger point is that i t  is the LTnited States that is the empirical 

referent for the construct of a "Danvinian" or "sink or snim" societ).. and that il'estern ad\.isers 

and East European officials alike have erred in t q h g  to bring precisel>- this kind of capitalism to 

the post-communist Lvorld. Perhaps, the!, had no choice. at least in countries of the FSU \\.here 

the welfare state had already decayed and productive forces too Lveak to support revival (though 

the flow of ill-gotten financial gains out of Russian and Ukraine in the 1990s su,, "nests 

otherwise). Avoidable or not. citizens of Ukraine and Russia alike urere forced to 1ii.s in a --sink 
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or swim” society, arguably one more Darwinian in nature than the United States, and this kind of 

society is bound to generate a lot of crime, property as well as violent. 

It may well be that post-Soviet countries have market societies as well as unregulated. 

quasi-ogopolistic forms of a market economy, precisely because of the privatization of state 

resources, described by Solnick as ‘stealing the state‘, which enriched so many former officials. 

criminal allies, and friends Lvho remained in govermnent.j6 The high rates of ordinary crime, 

including theft and murder, may be seen as a consequences of the creation of states dominated by 

the interests of a new class of entrepreneurs and predators, u-hose pursuit of profit naturally 

entails another world of criminal activity, that of business and elite crime. 

Business Crime and Crime in the Economv 

When the USSR collapsed in December 199 1. the state-administrated economies of irs 

several republics. including Ukraine. Lvere already in the process of disintegration. Each of thf 

successor states displayed its 0n.n particular blend of asset takeover by private entities and 

depression the state sector economic activity by shadoLv economy competitors. .‘\lread>- beforc 

Ukraine became independent. criminal elements had become major pla\.ers in the sconom! . and 

the intimate connections betureen neiv entrepreneurs (many of them former officials). conupred 

officials in government. and criminals \yere in full floiver. 

To understand organized crime and corruption in post-So\.iet Ukraine i t  is neccssap to 

come to terms u-ith the shadow econom?. and ive begin this section b), charting the gronth ot’rhi. 

shadow economy and privatization during the late So\,iet years and in post-So\riet G‘kraine. Nest 

we analyze the activities of organized crime and patterns of corruption in independent Elaine.  
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Even in the Stalin period the rigid formalities of Soviet economic planning were matched 

by an informal reliance by managers on personal connections and supply agents to gather inputs 

and the manufacture outside of the plan of necessary spare parts for machines. To move beyond. 

and trade or sell additional supplementary production (outside and beyond the plan) to other 

firms was a natural concomitant. After Stalin's death, as the economic effects of the War 

receded, there developed in the USSR a demand for consumer goods that was not met effecti\.ely 

by the state sector, and in the 1960s a parallel market began to emerge. The supply of goods for 

this market came from a variety of sources, but at its core lay illegal production undertaken in the 

main by the managers of state enterprises. This actkit? in\.olved a series of criminal offenses. 

starting v,3h the misappropriation of state assets (supplies and production process) and estending 

to payment of bribes to superior officials and control agencies (to cast a blind eye) and eventually 

protection money to criminal elements ivho demanded a piece of the action. During the 

Brezhnev years (1 964-1 982). the shadon. economy in the USSR gre\v to the point \i.here it 

represented. by consen'ati17e estimate. fifteen percent of the countv's GDP." 

The "restructuring" of the economy in the Gorbache\r period led quickll- to both an 

expansion of the shadon- economy and criniinalization of the economy in general. The first lalis 

permitting private (or "cooperative" businesses) proL-ided outlets for legalization of pre\-iousl> 

illegal business. At the same time. the laivs alloived a I'ariety of officials the discretion to \'et1 

and destroy the new firms. providing an ideal opportunic for payoffs (bribes). Quickly. officials 

in local governments recognized as well that they could force ouners of successful businesses to 

give them a piece of the action through ownership. Simultaneous \vith this scenario of small 

business. managers of large enterprise gained in 1987 unprecedented authority to control tho 
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process of production and distribution, especially the prices that they charged. And. when the 

second law on cooperatives of 1988 allowed them to create spin off firms, they responded by 

starting to privatize the best of their firms' assets and to sell the production at inflated prices. 

Naturally, these managers needed capital to purchase parts of their firms, and the most asailable 

partners were persons who had amassed fortunes in the second economy. This included criminal 

elements, who during 1986- 1988 had taken advantage of the restriction on state production of 

alcoholic beverages to develop a staggeringly profitable underground business." 

By 1989 it had become so profitable to sell goods in the shadow economy. that managers 

of many more firms diverted production. and the shelires of state on.ned stores stood bare. And. 

as the leaders of the USSR lost control of the levers of the economy. they produced more 

legislation that enabled officials to acquire state assets in lenal 1i-aI.s. One of the most important 

\vas the 1990 Law on Small Enterprises. \vhich created an easy Yehicle for the purchase (at IOU- 

prices) of the most valuable parts of state firms. and facilitated n-hat W'estern obser\.ers Iia\.e 

called "spontaneous privatization". That process \vas further aided b), the created of legal entities 

k n o ~ n  as kontsernv. kvhich allon-ed the acquisition and quasi privatization ei.en of nhole 

ministries." 

It \vas in this contest that the no\v familiar partnerships involving entrepreneurs 

(including some industrial officials and the young Turks of the konisoniol). criniinal 

organizations (in part staffed no\v bjr former securiF police officials). and officials \vho renxincd 

in go\*ernment--the "criminal-political nexus'' that most former Soiiets understand as mafia."'  ' 

It \vas also in 1990-1 991 that the opportunities for a varietj. of criminal actii3ies expanded. 

including primary business (like trade in arms and narcotics). and pre\,ing on the successes of 
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others (extortion and protection racquets). The growth of private and quasi-private business, 

legal, illegal or in between, also engendered the development of financial institutions, some 

closed tied to capital of criminal origins. 

Both the shadow economy and the business-crime connection have continued and 

expanded in post-Soviet space." While Russia has encouraged further privatization of state 

assets (including less profitable ones), Ukraine has moved more slo~-ly, promoting in the main 

privatization of small and local business. At the same time, many of the goods purchased by the 

public are not made in the country but imported. and the trading organizations ha\*e strong 

criminal connections. While Russia has engaged in a significant amount of legal and judicial 

reform, Ukraine has done little in comparison. but so far the Russian effort has had little impact 

on organized crime or corruption. 

By all accounts the shadow economies of most post-Soviet countries expanded after 

independence. in the case of Ukraine to fortj.-eight percent of GDP. according one 1994 

estimate.4' One reason is the attempt bx the ne\v go\-ernment to extract taxes from pri\.ate firms. 

In Ukraine. as in Russia. the various levels of government produced a tax burden for business 

that was confiscatory. and. Ivhen combined u.ith obligato?. pal'ments for protection (M hat is 

called knrsha or a rooQ inconsistent nith the sur\.i\.al of firms. let alone profit. As a result. most 

firms in Ukraine keep part of their business outside of their official books. including pa>.ments to 

eniployees (Lvorking on the side) and income. Further complicating attempts to sort out taxes is 

the large role of barter relations, even Lvithin the state sector. Ivhich makes i t  difficult to 

determine incomes and profits.13 The reality is that the shadow economy and the official 

economy are intert\vined and in practice hard to separate. as the same firms operate in both 
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worlds. A Ukrainian analyst recently described the shadow economy as "an organically 

connected structural part of the legal economy." Likewise, an estimated 80% of Ukrainians 

received income from second economy that they do not report.44 

The growth of the shadow economy in Ukraine is a symptom of the government's loss of 

the capacity to regulate the economy and to raise taxes. and it demonstrates a systemic Lveakness 

of the Ukrainian state to perform its basic functions. The vacuum creates opportunities for 

criminal groups with various degrees of organization. and encourages government officials as 

well to place private interests ahead of the illusion of servicing a public one. 

Any discussion of organized crime in post-Soviet space must start xvith terniinolog!. for 

neither "mafia" nor "organized crime" are used in a consistent ivay. To begin. the nard "mafia" 

engenders particular confusion. since in the popular vie\v it refers to the \$-hole ueb  of persons 

~ h o  profit from the new economic order--entrepreneurs. corrupt officials. and criminals--\\ hile 

professionals usually resen-e the term for organized groups \vith the highest degree of internal 

structure and discipline. something akin to that found in the Sicilian mafia. Moreoi er. the term 

"organized crime" also has multiple meanings. M'hile some criminologists in  the FSLJ prcfcr to 

reser1.e this term as \vel1 for g-oups of criminals that resemble b'estem mafia organizations. bod; 

the police ministries and other criminologists prefer a broad rendering of the term. to include a!?\ 

and all groups that pet to together to commit crimes." Just as Stalin in his da!- san danger in  an) 

gathering of three or even t\vo persons to plan a crime. so latter da?. authorities find i t  con\ enieiiL 

to treat all criminal groups as "organized". For one thing. this leads to dramatic figurcs on the 

scale of the problem -- in 1997, Russia had 12.500 so-called organized criminal groups."6 For 

another. the mising of all groups together makes it  easier to record progress in combating 
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organized crime, for it is usually the smaller and less structured groups that police are able to 

suppress. Thus, in 1996-1 998, according to official data, the police in Ukraine "exposed and 

destroyed 3,189 organized criminal groups."J7 A leading Ukrainian criminologist, however. 

supports this categorization precisely because in his view the smaller, and less sophisticated 

groups, commit a large portion of the crimes that can be uncovered. He also finds wisdom in the 

observation of a popular Soviet (now Russian) chronicler of organized crime, Stanislav 

Govorukhin, that "one should not exaggerate the degree of order and organization in the criminal 

world, since we have no order anpvhere."J8 The Ukrainian analyst then distinguishes three l e i d s  

of organized criminal groups: the base level, comprising the majority of gangs of extortionists. 

thieves, swindlers, narcotics traders etc.; the middle le\.el. im.olving relati\.ely large fomiations 

xvith connections to authorities at the regional level; and the high level. Lvith influence extending 

to multiple regions of the country, and often \vith international ties. and possessing means to 

launder money. But the analyst stresses, representati\.es of this top categoq. of criminal groups 

do not appear as defendants in Ukrainian courts. According to official h W D  data. of yxwps 

exposed in Ukraine in 1997,3% had international ties. 6% interregional (Ivithin the FSU). and 

30% interregional within Ukraine. While the meaning of "exposed" is unclear (1-arious data 

suggest that this does not necessaril~. mean prosecuted). the proportions sound accurate." A 

recent study of Russian organized crime concluded that of more than 5.000 groups (1  2.000 b>, 

another count), there were only 350 authentic organized criminal groups in the Western under- 

standing of the term and of these bet\veen 12 and 20 might be classified as *'major cartels." The 

same author, however, estimated that there u.ere in the Russian Federation 6.500 pri\.ate stcurit>- 

firms (with 800,000 employees, 70% ex KGB), many of \vhich \yere in\-olved in extortion.'" 
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The state of publicly available information and analysis on the various kinds of criminal 

groups in Ukraine is weak, and, serious study of the different kinds of groups and their activities 

is sorely needed. A good deal could be learned about the nature and activities of "base" and even 

"middle level" groups from studying the cases of groups actually exposed and prosecuted; but the 

higher level groups, involved in international trade within the Near Abroad and beyond. likely 

requires some kind of ethnographic study, hou-ever dangerous. Particularly useful uould be 

studies that focused not on particular crimes (for example. the number of persons apprehended 

and charged) but on business activities of organized criminal groups in particular sectors. Thus. 

one could imagine special studies of the role of organized crime in Ukraine in organized 

prostitution, the narcotics trade, in the theft and sale of automobiles (luxury cars stolen in Europs 

and sold in the FSU). in neapons trade. in the acquisition and trade of antiques. j e u d q .  and old 

books, in the u-orld of banks and credit. A nhole other area for in\ estigation is the system of 

"roofs". end the division of labor in the protection area (extortion and racquets) betn.een pri\ ate 

security firms and public bodies. including the various police forces. 

For many of these topics. it is possible to report bits of relevant data. but as a rule this 

information raises more questions than i t  anslvers. Let us start nit11 some acti\ ities of orgmized 

crime almost anq7vhere (prostitution. narcotics) and then turn to activities especiall? 

characteristic of the FSU (extortion, financial sector actilvities). 

In the 1990s, due to the desperate state of the economy. Ukraine [and to a lesser extent 

Russia) became a center of pornography and prostitution for international consumption. 

According to an official report xvritten in 1999, more than 400,000 Ukrainian Lvonien under 30 

had left the country, most to \vork in this area. According to the Ukrainian consulate in Greece. 
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in Athens and Thessaloniki alone 3,000 Ukrainians Lvork as prostitutes and in Turke!.. 6000. .A 

Dutch researcher has reported that some eight thousand Ukrainian Lvonien ivork as prostitutes in 

the Netherlands. It is unclear how many of these women came to this Lvork knou.ingly and 

voluntarily; better educated than prostitutes from other countries, many of those from Ukraine 

and Russia were promised clerical or hotel positions. Typicall).. \vomen \vho thought that the! 

were traveling voluntarily, were later forced into prostitution. nhen their benefactors took a\\ a! 

their passports and confined them. In this Lvay, Ukrainian \$'omen haire joined those from other 

poor countries as victims of the multi-billion dollar business of trafficking." 

Another grouth industry for Ukrainian organized crime is trade and sale of narcotic 

substances. The grox\th in narcotics related crime h o n m  to the police has bren'reniarkabls: 

from 1988 to 1998 the number of 1,iolations rose b!. more than sixteen fold. and reached 39.500 

offenses. or nearlj, seven percent of all recorded crimes. This data does not include some 26.000 

rural residents \vho \vere fined in administrati1.e procedure for illegally planting poppies.-" So t  

onlj. does Ukraine constitute a link in the transportation of drugs from Asia to Europe. hut  local 

demand for drugs is rapidly grolving. -4ccording to sociologists at the h-1VD's Lmi\.ersity in 

Kharktiiv \i.ho sune>.ed a sample of ).oung people in that c i p  in 1995 and again in 1997. therc 

\vas substantial increase in respondents Lvho had used narcotics once (from 12 to jLt.G%'r. Afore 

generally the researchers uncovered an emerging subculture of narcotics among Ukrainian !.outh. 

one that included n-omen as n-ell as men.53 ' 

In addition to playing a primaF role in illegal business acti\.ities. organized criminal 

groups in Ukraine n-ere involved. though private securic- and financial institutions, in the 

activities of a broad range of businesses. As a rule. niost protection arrangements do not come to 
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the attention of the police, but in the mid and late 1990s appropriate 3,000 cases a year \vere 

registered; of these fully one seventh were established as the work of organized criminal groups. 

According to an official report, the protection racquets were especially prominent in the 

industrial cities of the East, as well as in the Crimea. and in Lviv. In addition to extracting the 

usual “tribute” in exchange for protection from other predatoq groups. mafia groups extracted 

hrther impositions at the level of sales. Fully in control of the private and to a lar, oe extent state 

trade networks, criminal groups imposed a tax built into the price of goods. ranging from 20 to 

30% of the final price. In other words, criminal groups in Ukraine imposed their VAT. in 

addition to whatever the state could extract!” 

Another major area of group criminal activib in Ukraine in the 1990s \vas the financial- 

credit system. It is important to stress that as in other post-Soviet countries the financial-banking 

sector in Ukraine \vas underregulated and open to all kinds of abuses. a \vide \#arieQ. of offenses 

i+ ere becoming commonplace. ranging from counterfeiting of money. bills of sale. bank 

guarantees, and other documents to bribes to obtain credit. to helping clients a\-oid taxes and hide 

income; to fictitious operations and various form of snindles of state money. Sometimes. 

criminals payed to obtain confidential financial information that they could then use against 

others (via extortion). Police recorded instances of financial suhdles ,  banking crimes. and 

counterfeiting all increased substantially in the late 1990s. as did instances of nionej- laundering. 

Some of these offenses n w e  committed \x,ith the use of electronic banking and co~nmunicaricns 

systems. but this mechanism for fraud aivaits study.-- < <  

A major study of terrorism in Ukraine concluded that organized crime groups nere 

responsible for most of the many explosions of buildings (in 1995-1996 there \vert‘ 560 such 
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incidents, in which ninety persons died). A small part of the destruction was the work of Kurdish 

groups.s6 

Closely related to both the shadow economy and a powerful. organized crime \vas the 

corruption of state officials, who sen-ed as key players in these larger enterprises. In labeling 

particular actions and persons "corrupt", one runs the danger of iniposing norms and 1.alues that 

are not shared by most of the actors involved.57 As Lve shall see. neither in the past nor in the 

present was Ukraine governed by the legal rationality associated nith Weberian bureaucrat).. and 

much of what outsiders like to call corruption reflected traditional exchange relationships. At the 

same time, though, post-Soviet Ukraine has seen both an increase and a sj.stematization of the 

pursuit of private gain by public officials that has major costs for ordinav citizens. -4lthough 

corruption is criminogenic in the sense that it embodies violations of criminal Ian.. enforcement 

of that law can have but limited impact on the nature and scope of corrupt acti\.it>.. and all too 

often attacks on corruption turn out to be political instruments used bj. one faction against 

another. 

Folloming Kaufniann and Siegelbauni. n-e understand as corruption "the abuse of official 

poxver for private gain". and see this definition as embracing both the misappropriation of state 

\vealth and the extraction of rents from private entities. The rents ma!. take the forni of bribes or 

favors of any kind. and the action perfornied in eschange may be not only legal. but also required 

as fulfilment of an official 

The practice of corruption by government officials in Ukraine reflects more than the 

opportunities proiTided by privatization and the collapse of governmentiParty supervision. I t  

reflects as well the traditional patterns of exchange relations that predominated under the Tsars 
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and continued in Soviet times; and the florescence of clientelism that accompanied the gron-th of 

the shadow economy from the 1960s on. To be sure, in the 1920s Soviet authorities launched a 

major campaign against bribe-taking by officials, but they could not \vin the battle in the long 

run. For the Soviet system became increasingly feudal, in both the relationships among political 

bosses at different levels of the hierarchy and in the relationship of the public to anyone n-ho had 

authority or access to goods. Petty corruption, in the form of extra payments for scarce goods or 

favors, was ubiquitous, as \vas the habit of paying tribute to persons lvith the discretion to help or 

harm an individual in the h t ~ r e . ~ ~  The grou-th of the shadow economy made these phenomena 

all the more systematic and gave higher officials (even members of the Politburo and 

Government) opportunities to take ad\rantage of their netlvorks. 

Starting in the late 1980s: the collapse of state authority and the privatization of state 

assets to the benefit of public officials produced both a further expansion of corrupt 

c government officials and changes in its forms. Thus. it became easier than before for officials to 

misappropriate government assets. and neiv opportunities appeared in the realm of financial 

transactions. On a larger plane. officials in late SoL'iet and post-So\.iet Ukrainian go\ emment -- 

largely the same persons throughout -- gained niore opportunities for personal enrichmrlnt and 

faced fenrer constraints on using them. Opportunities came not onlJ- because of the pri\.atizatic.n 

process. but also because of an increase in bureaucratic discretion accompanied b ~ .  the 

disappearance of an), and all forms of accountability. As before. most la\vs Lvere "frame Ian-s." 

and failed to supply the details needed for application. lea1,ing their specification to bureaucratic 

regulations. At the same time. the quick issuance of a stream of new presidential edicts. 

government resolutions. and 1au.s. not to speak of their implementing regulations. assured a 

bj. 
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multiplication of legal ambiguity and with it new scope of bureaucratic discretion.60 

As they gained more power, public ofticials in Ukraine became less accountable. The 

Soviet system depended upon multiple channels of monitoring bureaucratic behavior, especially 

supervision by party officials and financial agencies. Both of these lines of accountability broke 

down, and they were not replaced by any real system of legislative supenision. To be sure, 

vertical superiors in the government, including staff of the Cabinet of Ministers. might hold 

loiver officials to account. but typically the former Lvere draun into the same netu.orks of 

clientelism as their subordinates. 

Finally, whatever inhibitions had been supplied in the past by ethical or moral 

considerations largely disappeared in the immediate post-Soviet years. as public officials faced a 

sharp gap between the capacity to meet their needs and the income the>. obtained legall! : and 

they shared a strong sense that eveqone, including their bosses. used public office for pri\.ate 

gain. In fact, not only officials but politicians. for esaniples deputies to the Supreme Rada and 

lower level legislatures u-ere also reputed to take part in this process.6' 

In short. both private payment of officials to perform their duties and fa\.oring persons 

Lvho were part of the same netivork constituted "rules of the game" in most post-Soiriet countries. 

including Ukraine. As some perspicacious analysts of the So\.iet order had predicted (h4oors. 

JoLvitt). traditional forms of social relztions came back \vitli a \.engeance." To say that 

corruption became normal. houever. is not to denigrate its costs. Corruption does matter. and 

has a wide varieQ of potentially deleterious effects. These include dil.ersion of resources from 

the achievement of public goals; weakening the positive effects of market mechanisms: 

increasing social inequality: discrediting law as an instrument of public regulation; strengthening 
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the hold of oligarchic cliques in government; weakening faith in public authorityhcreasing 

alienation; and even increasing social tension and eroding political stability.63 Not all of these 

were present in Ukraine during the 1 9 9 0 ~ ~  but they all had potential. 

The prosecution of government officials for corruption-related offenses, such as bribe- 

taking, usually reflects not only the extent of the phenomenon, but also patterns of policing and 

politics. Proving bribe-taking is notoriously difficult, and in many years in the USSR the 

majority of instances registered with the police did not lead to prosecutions. Then too. for any 

official of importance, screening by party authorities assured that only those out of fa\.or v, i th  

their masters would face the court.64 All the same. convictions for bribetaking did increase in 

post-Stalin period--from 1 .SO0 in 1957 to 3.000 in 1970 to 6.000 in 1980? From 1986. 

hoLvever. the rates dropped precipitously: in Russia. from 3.453 (1 986) to 2.008 ( 1  987) to 8 12 

(1988) to 411 (1989); and in Ukraine, from 1.895 (1986) to 1,473 (1987) to 1.100 (198s) to 

1.049 (1 989). From 1990 to 1998 the incidents of alleged bribe-taking recorded b). the police in 

both countries rose by t\vo and a half fold--to 5.807 in Russia and to 2.349 in Ukraine. Il'hereas 

in Russia. the rate of conviction stayed IOU- (in 1997. 1.381 out of 5.623 registered offenses). in 

Ukraine successful prosecutions \yere far more common. ivith con\ktions registered in 1.64 1 out  

of 2.449 registered offenses in 1998.66 This ma:. ha\.e reflected a tendenc) in ULraine to 

prosecute mainly low level officials. a tendency easily obseri ed in the enforcement of the 

Ukrainian 1995 Law on Corruption. 

Beyond attempts to espose bribe-taking and misappropriation of funds. a classic \\a> to 

reduce corruption is to introduce regulations on conflict of interest and disclosure of income. 

The govenunent of Ukraine succeed in not only drafting a la\v introducins such rules. but i n  
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getting it approved in 1995. (In Russia, a comparable law has been blocked repeatedly. most 

recently by the President). To be sure, the 1995 La\v on the Struggle against Conuption 

established not criminal but administrative responsibility, but violations of the new rules and 

regulations could lead to heavy fines and loss of employment. Interestingly. the new rules 

applied not only to civil servants but also to members of parliaments. Note that members of the 

Rada and also the regional legislatures had immunity from criminal prosecution. As might be 

anticipated the prosecutions for violations of the Law on Corruption were directed mainly at 

lower level officials (categories 5-7) and at deputies in rural and village councils. All the same. 

in 1997 and again in 1998, nearly 100 top level officials u.ere con\.icted of offenses and some 

235 policemen. The convictions were for such offenses as failing to declare income. doing 

business related to one's position. and receiving in connection Lvith performance of their 

functions material benefits or any other ad\mtages. such as access to goods or senices at a 

discount--actions not dissimilar to bribe-taking. The con\.icted persons recei\.ed fines. but rarel!, 

\sere they fired from their 

Both the rates of criminal con\.ictions 2.nd the passage and enforcement of the LaLv on the 

Struggle against Corruption suggest that political forces in Ukraine found it ad\mtageous to 

pursue corruption, at least in lolv places. Moreover, the goi*emment has in 1997-1 9SS gone 

further to sponsor an anti-corruption campaign knokx n as "Clean Hands". established a 

Coordinating committee on corruption. and de\*elop a planning document knonn as the 

"Conception on the Fight Against Corruption for 1 998-2005."68 Various sur\.ej.s suggest that 

Ukraine has an especially high degree of corruption, including a ii-orld Bank study of small 

business: and a locally generated report estimates that forty percent of enterprises and ninetj. 
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percent of commercial structures have corrupt relationiships and that sixty percent of the income 

of officials comes from bribes6' But we are not convinced that Ukraine is actually worse off 

than Russia, and we doubt that there is any way to know. Consider a national poll conducted in 

late 1998 in the Russian Federation that found that only 36% of adults had never given a bribe to 

an official, and that 27% did so regularly; 36% had done so more than once, and 5% only once."' 

A recent survey of public attitudes toward corruption revealed that the publics in Hungary and 

Russia did not perceive it to be a major problem, but those in Bulgaria and Poland did. and these 

public feelings "seem unrelated to the 'unknomn' level of real corrupt practices." In spite of the 

difficulties of doing this kind research, it is worth discovering n-hether or not le\.els of perceii ed 

and reported corruption in Ukraine are in an\* \yay correlated. 

To make sense of the flourishing of corruption. the shadow economy and organized crime 

in post-communist countries, sociologists from East and West. have turned to theories of social 

networks and clientelisni." Endre Sik and Barry M'ellman argue on the basis of Hungarian 

experience that the use of personal connections. \That they call net\vork capital. u a s  niore 

prevalent under communism in Eastern Europe than in the capitalist \\'est. and became u-cn  

more widespread in post-communist conditions. Their nuanced and \yell-illustrated analysis 

treats these patterns of conduct not as a form of deviance but as normal and understandable 

consequences of particular social conditions. In a study of crime in the Czech republic John 

Hagan and Detelina Radoeva explicitly connect crime and corruption Ivith extreme 

differentiation in the possession of and opportunities to use \That they call social capital. finding 

that high levels often lead to corruption and corporate crime. Lvhile l o ~ v  levels disconnect the 

others from society and also lead to crime. Finally. Andras Sajo has produced a most penetrating 
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and pessimistic analysis that treats individual acts of corruption in post-Communist countries as 

part of a powerful and real form of social organization, that is clientelism. To Sajo the conduct 

of public officials and businessmen alike is not a product of any moral deficit but rather a 

consequence of a structure of opportunity, in which the there is no viable alternative to clientelist 

relations. In fact, Sajo warns us, no confrontation with corruption, including conflict of interest 

rules, can have any teeth and serve more than a public relations functions. as long as clientelist 

dependencies predominate, private property is not \vel1 demarcated and protected. and there are 

no guaranteed salaries to safeguard personal autonomy. 

Conclusions 

As Lye review the dramatic changes that occurred in Ukraine during the past t\vel\.e years 

in the quantity and quality of crime, Lye reach mixed conclusions. On the one hand. the gro\ith 

of ordinary crime, of violent and especial157 property crime. represents both a natural catching up 

with countries of the West (Ukraine still has a long \vay to go) and a normal response to social 

disorganization. increased social differentiation and social strain. If an>thing. rates of crimc. 

should have risen even more. and it may \yell be that the dark figure (latent crime) is unusuall! 

high. as some Ukrainian criminologists believe. On the other hand. the criminalization of the 

economy. though the expansion of the shadou economy. the role of organized crime. and 

corruption of state officials, represents a more serious condition for the future of CLrainian 

economy and politics. While the high rates of ordinan. crime might ne11 level off. and even 

decrease. should Ukraine develop a prosperous economy and effectil e go\ eniment. the 

domination of the economy by the political-criminal nexus ma! be more difficult to re\ m e .  
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While some observers see this as part of '?ransition", others, in our view correctly, view the 

business crime problem as endemic to post-communism, as at least corruption x a s  to late 

communism. To be sure, there may be entry points in what seems to be a vicious circle. One is 

to study and find ways of developing the accountability of government officials and breaking 

them off from the criminal world. (This would require positive as well as negative incentives and 

therefore cost money.) Another approach is to encourage, rather than the opposite. criminal 

elements to launder money by investing in legitimate business. In fact. it is hard to imagine the 

development of a prosperous economy in Ukraine u-ithout major rein\.estnient in the count?- of 

profits that have been remolred from the country. (In fact. it ivould be useful to ha1.e studies of 

capital flows and identification of any returning capital, ho\ve\-er small). Serious. lon, (i-temi 

investment in Ukraine \vi11 not take place. until a system of true private property is de\.elopsd. 

Lvith appropriate legal protections. but thus far the elites in Ukraine benefit more from an 

ambiguity in oivnership. 

In short, any serious attempts to remedy either of the t\vo "crime problems" that l i e  ha\ e 

identified depends upon larger changes. in the economy. polity and society. And serious stud> of 

crime in Ukraine must relate it  to the larger contest in all its complexit).. 
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Chapter Three 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN POST-SOVIET UKRAINE 

The system of criminal justice in Ukraine today is, as it has been for nearly ten years. on 

the verge of reform. New draft codes of criminal law and procedure, as well as draft laivs on court 

organization, the status of judges, procuracy, and even organized crime. have circulated in 

academic and law enforcement institutions, traversed in and out of the Ukrainian legislature. 

briefly appeared in public for commentary. and then made their way back to the floor of parliament - 

for debate and further readings. While there is little chance that any of this hndamental legislation 

will be adopted in 1999, a year of Presidential elections. there is a strong possibiliQ, nou- that some 

of this legislation will be adopted \vithin the next hvo years. Ukraine today faces considerable 

pressure to modernize and humanize legislation goirerning the administration of criminal justice. 

The adoption of a new Constitution in 1996. ratification of se\Teral international covenants and 

obligations, and Ukraine's desire to remain in good standing \vith the Council of Europe. and 

eventually join the European Union. all increase the likelihood of major mol'enient on these 

legislati\.e issues.' This political time frame presents criminologists and legal scholars both in 
.* . 

Vkraine and abroad lvith a small Xvindon- of opportuniQ-. Applied research completed prior to the 

adoption of this critical legislation ma!. >.et influence the process of reform. And ivhile as 

outsiders we should not be naive about the prospects for shaping the future of Ukrainian criminal 

justice, lve should also not be unduly pessimistic. The imprimatur of science. intern3tional 

expertise. and serious scholarship behind an)' 1egislatiL.e recommendation in Ukraine's polxizcd 

parliament today kvould smooth its journey. Perhaps just as importantlj,. it Lvould strengthen thc 

position of criminologists and legal scholars in the de\.eiopment of public polic!..' 
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In order to identify appropriate topics and methods of investigation, however, u e  must 

take note of the Soviet legacy in Ukrainian criminal justice. Few fundamental changes in 

criminal law and practice have occurred in the nine years since Ukraine acquired independence 

from the USSR. In order to understand the current state of Ukrainian criminal justice, 

researchers today must appreciate the recent Soviet past. This chapter begins, then, by examining 

the Soviet legacy of criminal justice. It then addresses changes in institutions and the 

administration ofjustice since 1992. Finally, it assesses the performance of the state in fighting 

crime (ordinary, economic, and organized) and corruption in the post-Sotiet period. 

The Soviet Leeacv. 

The legal system in Ukraine under Soviet rule and the character of the justice administered 

by its institutions and officials differed little from that in So\.iet Russia. Ukraine's codes of 

criminal law and procedure were modeled closely after Russia's. and its principal legal institillions 

u.ere deeply So.iIietized. Ukraine's system of criminal justice \+.as \vhat one might call neo- 

inquisitorial, in u-hich the prelimina? investigation. not the trial. \vas the decisive stage of 

proceedings, and th'e development of the case during this critical stage \vas monopolized b!. a 

supposedly impartial and objective investigator (sledo1,atel). Unlike in most Continental s!-stc.nis. 

hoLvever, the in\:estigator in Ukraine n-as neither a judicial officer nor neutral figure. .Ad\,ersLirid 

elements, such as open 2nd oral review of the evidence. and the participation of both prosecution 

and defense counsel at trial, were circumscribed. The dossier developed by the in\.estigator sen.eJ 

as a script for the judge at trial, directing his attention. shaping the scope of inquin.. and in most 

cases. determining the outcome of trials. The judge's main task \vas to \:eri@ the e\.identiac 

findings and e\.aluations made b!, the pre-trial in\.estigator. and then assign punishment.' 
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Institutions. 

The central position in this neo-inquisitorial system of criminal justice was occupied b). the 

Procuracy, an institution of such power and prestige that it deserves special attention here. 

Originally created by Peter the Great as the "eye of the Tsar," the Russian procuracy had until 

1864 responsibility for monitoring affairs of state, in particular ensuring compliance lvith the 

edicts of the autocrat. The Judicial Reform of 1863 transformed the Tsarist procuracy into a 

prosecutorial agency, but in 1 22 Leni,n decided to restore to the Soviet procuracy its role as 

supervisor of legality in public life, including responding to the complaints of citizens about illegal 

actions of government officials. Throughout its history (right to 1991) the So\.iet procuracy 

p 

performed both supervisory and prosecutorial functions, with \raving balances. During the late 

1920s and 1930s the procuracy was mobilized bl. the pamr leadership to help implement its 

transformational policies, including industrialization and collectivization. as \vel1 as to prosecute. 

sometimes extra-judicially, those branded as "enemies of the people.' Despite this in\.ol\*ement i n  

the extra-legal terror, the Procuracy evolved to become the main mechanism of centralization and 

the restoration of fegal order. ho\vever draconian.' in the late Stalin period. Subsequent So\.ict 

leaders expanded the role of the Procuracy in public affairs. partly as a countenj.eight to the secret 

police in succession struggles, but also in order to develop "socialist legality." Shoring up public 

confidence in the state and ensuring greater predictability in economic relations I\ ere important 

regime goals, and the Procuracy played a critical role in their achiel-ement. The Procurac!. quickl~ 

became the most prestigious legal institution. nith the best cadres and the greatest resourcc's. Its 

stature, and centralization -- unlike most public officials, procurators were not subordinate also to 

local governments -- made the Procuracy: both in the eyes of the public and in realit).. the one 
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agency in the USSR capable of curbing corruption in the localities, and providing at least a 

modicum of hierarchy in the application of laws. In the Gorbachev period, the Procuracy 

experienced further growth -- in both personnel and political significance. During the so-called 

" m w  of laws," as republics and regions demanded more autonomy or in some cases so\.ereignt\. 

the Procuracy served as the last bastion of Soviet legality. 

The political prominence of the Procuracy stemmed in large part from its responsibilit!. 

for the "general supenision" {obshchii nadzor) of legaliv in public life. The So\.iet ProcuracJ. 

performed the role of an aggressive and omniscient ombudsman, protecting the interests of the 

commonweal, intervening in civil suits, and, most importantly, reviexving citizens' coniplaints 

against the state. But the Procuracy was not supposed to Lvait for signals of \\Tongdoing: its task 

\vas to preempt illegality -- to pre\rent not just crimes. but also social injustice. pollution. 

malfeasance in state enterprises, an,d maladministration of the state. For this purpose. i t  

conducted periodic "check-ups" (pro\rerki). v,.hich ivere in effect "raids" on public agmcies and 

social organizations. 1Vith the pon.er to subpeona information and documents. the Procuracy 

could refer its findings to courts for the application of fines or initiation of criminal proceedings. 

or recommend to the govemment changes in Ian-s and administration. In sum. the Procurac!- t i . 2 ~  

a metago\sernniental institution. lvith unique and unu.ieldy powers -- not a separate branch of' 

government, as some have suggested.' 

In matters of criminal justice, the Procuracy \vas similarly omni-competent and po\vedlii. 

Its poiver stemmed from its unusual dual role in administering justice: a procurator actcd as boLh 

prosecutor and referee of the legality of proceedings at all stages. This prosecuting procurator. as 

\\.ell as his superiors. could issue "protests" of that court's rulings and verdicts. which higher 
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courts were obliged to review. In addition, the procurator presenting the state's case against the 

accused in court was also responsible for insuring "objectivity" in the dossier and development 

of the case during the pre-trial investigation. This commingling of functions jeopardized its 

impartiality. The fact that the Procuracy also answered to the state for the success of the fight 

against crime, however measured, made its dual role especially problematic. The Procuracjr had 

an institutional conflict of interest, and its allegiance to legality \vas divided. 

In the 1980s, a minority of vocal and respected legal scholars asserted that the Procurac!. 

represented a threat to the "rule of 1aLv" and independence of the judiciaq. Its domination of the 

pre-trial stage, right to protest court decisions, and ability to trigger multiple stages of appellate 

review, and general lack of what political scientists noiv call "horizontal accountabilitj-" \vas 

perceived an excessive check on the judiciap's poLver and autonomj.. and inconsistent uith the 

rule of la\v. This opinion generated momentum for the first \\-aye of judicial refomi in post- 

Soviet Ukraine. \vhich Lve discuss beloLv. In our vie\v. ho\vever. the greatest threat to legalit!- and 

rule of laiv presented by the Procuracy came during the pre-trial stage. The Procuracj. alone 

sanctioned arrests.'-searches, seizures. and \lire-tapping. Lvithout hming to justify or give rcasom 

for its decisions to any institution or person. hloreo\.er. appeals of such decisions \\.err riot 

adjudicated bjr courts. but rather handled administrati\.elj. b\' higher l e \ d  procurators. Perhzps 

the most \vorrisome aspect of the Procuracy's monopoly of proceedings at the pre-trial stage \vas 

the potential for biased and univigilant "supervision" of its o~vn  in\wtigators. Because of the 

pressure to clear crimes and charge likeljr offenders. there ivere strong incenti\.es to o\m-lonli 

mistakes. infractions, and bias in the Lvork of investigators. 
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By the 1970s, the vast majority of criminal investigations were conducted by the ordinar?. 

police, but this did not eliminate bias in or improve the quality of criminal investigations.6 

Though institutionally subordinate to the Ministry of the Interior, or MVD, the police were also 

part of local government, and held accountable to it. Thus kvhile as a rule im’estigators in the 

MVD possessed a higher legal education, they were employees of police departments. and vital]!. 

concerned with police goals, such as the solution of crimes. Instead of providing a fresh 

assessment and thorough screening of the work of detectives, police inL’estigators often did little 

more than give legal form to the hunches and reports of their detecti\.es.’ The quality of police 

investigations fell markedly in the last decade of So\riet poLver. Especially as the socialist 

economic system began to collapse, and the opportunities for profitable employment in the 

private sector grew. many of the more talented and experienced police ini.estigators left the 

h4VD. In 1991, independent Ukraine inherited a young. undereductated and relatii.ely 

inexperienced corps of criminal investigators. 

Courts in Soviet Ukraine were Lveak. dependent bodies that lacked public respect. and the 
i. 

career of judge had Ion status and fe\v reivards. First. the jurisdiction of the courts \\‘as limited. 

Courts did not deal lvith constitutional matters: their main mandate \vas the enforcenirnt of 

criminal la\v and the resolution of civil disputes relating to di\.orce and alinion\,. housing and 

inheritance. and labor issues. The judiciar?-‘s role in re\.ie\ving the legalit! of the actions of 

go\.emment officials uas exceedingly small (for example. not until the 1970s could one contest a 

traffic ticket in court), and. as n.e explained above. closely circumscribed in the crucial pretrial 

phase. Further. the courts played but a minor role in the resolution of commercial disputes. as 

conflicts betiveen state-o\vned firms Lvere handled bj. special tribunals of the state crrhirrcrh (not 
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a part of the court system). But even these modest functions judges could not perform free of 

constraints, as they faced pressures to avoid acquittals and to sentence according to the policies 

of the day. Records were kept ofjudge's performance, according to such criteria as "stability of 

sentences" (i.e. the percentage of verdicts that withstood appeal), and these records influenced 

the course of the judge's career. Judges reversed too often faced disciplinaqr proceedings and on 

occasion recall.' 

Second, rather than being independent, judges in the USSR \\-ere exposed to multiple 

lines of dependency -- one horizontal and tn-o vertical. Ii'ithin the localities in Lvhich they 

worked judges depended upon local political officials, including the party bosses, for the 

provision of personal benefits (such as apartments and vacations) and for extrabudgetan- support 

of the courts (maintaining and repairing court buildings. pro\.ision of cars). In addition. the local 

part). leaders had a voice in the judge's continuation in office. including a sa!. in their periodic 

renomination for "election.' (for fi1.e years) and the right to initiate a recall. klost judges felt 

sufficiently obliged to their local patrons so as to cooperate uith their needs -- ivhether 

responding to the occasional intenention about a case or maintaining appropriate records. Still. 

in the last decades of Soviet pon-er. judges felt even greater dependent!. upon their tii.0 \.ertical 

masters -- the ministn. ofjustice and the higher courts. The hlinistn. of Justice. and its 

departments in the regions. administered the courts by controlling their budgets. distributing 

bonuses. handling complaints. monitoring de1q.s. and nTiting the performance elduations on 

\vhich judges' career advancement depended. The higher courts supen-ised b!. holding training 

courses. conLFening conferences on judicial practice, conducting disciplinar?. proceedings. and 

using their considerable appellate pon'er. 
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Another sign (and cause) of the low status of the courts and judges was financial. The 

Soviet government was famous for its capacity to target resources to its priority concerns. and the 

administration ofjustice was not one of them. Typically, the buildings occupied by courts 

throughout the Soviet period were among the most modest and worst maintained public buildings 

-- a matter of constant complaint. Moreover, the salaries provided to judges and budget for court 

staff and expenditures were barely adequate -- exposing judges to rely upon the generosity of 

local officials, and occasionally to fall prey to corruption. Another sign of the judges' low status 

\vas the meagre provision of benefits, ivhich in the Soviet system mattered greatl:.. A large 

number of judges in the 1970s and 1980s lacked apartments of their o\\-n. and many. like their 

colleagues in the MVD, left state service for private practice in the last years of So\.iet po\$.er. 

Finall!., judges in the late Soviet period had a weak sense of professional identit!.. For 

one thing, judges received little, if any. special training before starting at their posts: familiarit>- 

\+.ith the courts came mainly from earlier experience ivorking as secretaries in the courts. 

Opportunities for mid-career training (special courses) existed but \vere on the \\.hole episodic 

and superficial. For another. judges had none of the institutions that niight de\,elop interactions 

among them and make them into a conmunip. There \vue no associations ofjudges. no specid 

journal for judges, and no research institute devoted to problems of the courts and the 

administration ofjustice. To be sure. judges in man>' regions had opportunities to _rather in the 

capital c i h  for conferences. bur these \vere tj,picallj. organized b!. part>' bodies or justice offici:i!s 

to make judges a\vare of the current priorities in the struggle against crime, ivhich \{.as \.i?n.ed bl. 

man:' go\Ternmental officials as a prime responsibilit). of the courts. 
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Criminal Procedure. 

Soviet criminal procedure developed at least three rules which tipped the scales of justice 

in favor of the prosecution. First, defense counsel had a negligible role in the pre-trial 

investigation (unless the accused was a juvenile or mentally ill). Advocates. as defense attome! s 

were called, had no access to the dossier being developed until the conclusion of the 

investigation, no right to conduct parallel inquiries. and. until 1990. delayed access to the 

accused. Second. Lvhen the inc minating evidence amassed !vas nevertheless insufficient to 

convict, prosecutors were given a second (or third) chance, by virtue of the uniquellr So\*iet 

institution of "supplementary investigation." At a pretrial hearing or during trial if the court 

itself could not fill in the gaps of the investigation, prosecutors could request that judge return the 

case for further investigation u-ithout jeopardizing future judicial proceedings. Third. the 

prosecution enjoyed a privileged position in appellate proceedings. Although both parties had 3n 

automatic right to an appeal in cassation (Lvhich \\as ostensiblj limited to re\ ieuiing questions of 

fact). onl!* the procurator had a right to be present (presence of accused and defense counsel n3s  

at the discretion of'the judge). and he \vas entitled to gi\ e "conclusions" and be heard first. If no 

appropriate relief v, as obtained. a procurator could then launch a "protest in supen ision." and 

deliver it  to as man!' as three different levels of appellate tribunals. all of nhich \\ere emponercd 

to quash rulings, vacate judgements. adjust sentences. or order neu trials for a number of reasons 

(including the need to apply a stiffer p~nishnient) .~ Trials in the district (raiori) peoplc's courts - 

the lowest level of court - \Yere often perfuncton.. but not necessarily brief. The judze. 

shadoived by two "lay assessors." ivho u.ere elected from and by the population at large and 

adjudicated questions of fact and la\\ Lvith the judge. had to conduct an exhausti\.e inquic. 
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.. 

verifying the truthfulness and objectivity of all information compiled by the pre-trial investigator. 

Incomplete, unobjective, or "inexhaustive" investigations of the record by the judge could lead to 

a reversal; at the trial stage, there was no doctrine of harmless error. The confession of the 

accused played an important role, and the trial typically began with an inquest into the accused's 

character, background, and especially level of remorse. Although by itself a confession could not 

support a conviction, it was central to the judge's main task - assigning punishment. Except for 

the interrogation of the defendant, trials were routine, formulaic, and sometimes redundant. 

Performance. 

How did the system operate in practice? What \vas criminal justice like in So\.iet Ukraine'! 

Perhaps the most striking feature of criminal justice in Ukraine !vas the paucig. of acquittals. 

Throughout the 1980s. feiver than one half of one percent of criminal defendants nere acquitted. 

In fact. one \vas more likely to be judged "unfit to stand trial" than to recei1-e a judgement of 

acquittal. The rate of acquittal. hoLvever. ivas not a good measure of Ukrainian justice. for not all 

accused nere con\icted. Courts had at least tivo reliable mechanisms for dispensing nith badl! 

in\  estigated cases or umvananted prosecutions: one \vas to return the case back to the police or 

procurac) for supplementan. imrestigation. \\here it might con\ enientl! disappear: the other \\:is to 

dismiss charges. or "terminate" criminal proceedings. In the earl). 1980s. supplementan 

in\.estigations constituted approximately 3-4 percent of all dispositions; this figure rose to nearl?. 9 

percent at the end of the decade. The rate of terniinations \vas more stable. ranging from 4 to 6 

percent of all dispositions." Ei.en ivith the negligible number of acquittals. therefore. the outriglit 

conviction rate u-as only 85 percent. Thus. although Ukrainian criminal justice \vas rife n.ith 

"accusatorial bias." the system did not al\vays flout basic rules of la\$. and procedure. 
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The two worst aspects of criminal justice in Ukraine were an over-reliance on detention 

year 

1990 

1991 

as a "measure of restraint" and ensuring the appearance of accused at trial, and the excessive use 

.. = ' 0 0  other - , O  - .  $ I 96 + Yo given t ; o a  . . ;o 

coni icted imprisoned "corrective labor" "chrnio" "conditions1 con\ iction" non-custoJi;ll - 
101,199 35,947 i 31.5 22.S90 i 22.0 S613 I: 8.3 6096 i 5.9 30.653 2Q.4 

108,553 35.055 / 32.3 24.128 /E.? 9283 8.6 7108 6.6 32.879 30..; 

I 

of imprisonment. First, at least 35 percent of all accused, and virtually all persons charged n i t h  

offenses likely to receive custodial sanctions, spent many months, and sometimes years. in jail 

awaiting trial." There was no provision for bail, and alternative measures of restraint u.ere 

available principally for those charged with truly trivial offenses. Second. prison \vas the main 

form of punishment in Ukraine -- perhaps because of the economy's insatiable demand for cheap I 

labor." In some years, 60 percent of those convicted by courts were given custodial sentences. 

By the 1980s. the rate of imprisonment \vas do\\m to 40 percent, and at the end of the decade it 

stood at 34. But this figure was misleading. for it encompassed a \vide varienr of non-violent 

crimes. as \vel1 as se\.eral offenses that in other countries might be classified as misdemeanors. 

Not only \vas prison a virtual certainty for those guilq of crimes of \.iolence. but it \\.as also u s d  

routinely for those Lvho committed ordinaq. property offenses. and especially attempts on 

socialist propeq.. 

TABLE 3.1 Sentencing in C:krainian Courts. 1990 - 1991. 
I. 

Source: A.G. Kulik, Prestupnost v Ukraine. no. 2,  1991. p. 1 1 1  

NOTES: "Corrective Labor" main non-custodial form of punishment: it  consisted of nothing more than the court 
obliging the convict to remain at hisher place of emplo).ment and deducting 20 to 25 percent of his salap into t i i t  
state treasury. "Chemo" (khimiva). \vas the vernacular term for "conditional con\,ictions u.ith compulsop, labor 
service;" i t  referred to in the toxic conditions in Lvhich prisoners \%.ere made to Lvork. '-Conditional Coni iction" \$as 
a probationap, sentence. which could be transformed into real imprisonment if the convict violated the conditions of 
his probation. Other non-custodial punishments included fines, social supervision. and for juLeniles. ..suspeiidtci 
sentences" (otsrochka ispolnenie miro\-ora) which diffired little from conditional con\ktion. 
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Was Ukrainian criminal justice effective in fighting crime? On paper it was spectacularly 

.- 

successful. Levels of "cleared" or solved (raskrvwo) crimes were fantastically high. In most 

years, the clearance rate hovered above 90 percent; for certain offenses it \vas closer to 100. Such 

stellar performance, however, had much less to do with the m>-thic "advantages" to the 

prosecution of neo-inquisitorial procedure than mith the vices of the police accounting s>'stem. 

Until 1988, the police could "solve" crimes without sending cases or criminals to court. Betneen 

1970 and 1980, the Ministry of Internal Affairs considered a crime "solved" from the moment a 

decision \vas made to open (vozbudit') a criminal investigation. BetLveen 1980 and 19S8. a crime 

was deemed solved once charges n.ere formally presented to the accused. In both s).stenis. 

ho\vever. the police were not required to obtain a con\.iction in order to be favorabl!. e\.aluated. 

Not surprisingly. many crimes "solved" never made it to court. Soviet criminal procedure aided 

and abetted these practices, affording both Police and Procurac!. man>. \ta!'s out of pursuing a 

criminal case to its logical conclusion. For example. criminal proceedings could be tsmiinatsd for 

a host of "non-rehabilitati\re reasons" (that is. ir'there had been a '-change of circunistanccs" and 

the act had ceased to be "socially dangerous"). and the accused could be di\ erted from fom1a.l 

prosecution -- by ha\.ing their cases sent to "comrades courts." or being placed under a 1 ariet? of 

forms of social supenrision." 

." 

In 1988, hoLvever. the USSR Procuracy and hl\'D jointl). decreed that henceforth a crimc 

Lvould be considered solved only ivhen a procurator had signed a conclusion to indict 

(ob\ initelnoe zakliuchenie) -- Lvhich meant that the case no\v had to be sent to the court for trial. 

These rule changes limited prosecutorial discretion and discouraged diversion. but the) also 
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encouraged the police to engage in activities designed to protect their performance ratings - 

year % crimes f :  I Yo # I Sb suspects % / 0,; 

registered investigations opened “identified” charged 

1990 369.809 271.316 I 73.4 186.683 ,’ 50.5 1 14.674 ’ 6 1.4 

principally, concealing reports of crimes.14 Because of this latter effect, and the emergence of 

of “identified.” = i 9 0  
convicted 

104.1 19 90.8 

high amounts of unrecorded or “latent” crime, the performance numbers remained respectable. 

and the police still appeared vigilant. As Table 3.2 shows, police opened investigations in almost 

75 percent of registered crimes, identified suspects in every second case, and, uith the assistance 

of the Procuracy, secured convictions for more than 90 percent those charged. 

Table 3.2 Police Performance, 1990. 
__ 

Source: A.G. Kulik. Prestumost v Ukraine, no. 2,  1993. pp, 135- 1.10 

Unfortunately for the Ukrainian police. the rule changes coincided \\ ith political refomis 

that brought about heightened public scrutiny of police conduct. Re\ elations of fraud in  the 

practices of recording crime sho\ved there \vas much conceit and inflation in police claims. and 

that the sJ.stem‘s performance \$as not exemplar!. Using the same data. scholars and journalists 

v, ith a critical eye could shou that less than less than one third of registered crimes ( 104.1 19 of 

369.809) ended up in con\-ictions. Not just criminologists. but also the public at large. no\\ Ant.\\ 

that there \\ere considerable problems in the fight against crime. Dissatisfaction \\ i t h  the stale‘s 

record in ensuring public safety spail-ned pressures for fundamental changes i n  policing and 

prosecution. and the reform of criminal la\\ and procedure. 
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Post-Soviet Criminal Justice 

The desire to improve the fight against crime in Ukraine developed parallel to discussions 

of the rule of law and a growing interest in the establishment of what was called a "rule of lau- 

state," or Recht~sraar.'~ But this movement and efforts to liberalize criminal justice in Ukraine 

have not been very strong; certainly they have been much weaker than in Russia. This iveahess 

comes not from a shortage of reformist and liberal-minded legal scholars in Ukraine. but rather 

from the policy priorities of a new state gripped by a surge in recorded levels of crime and a 

catastrophic collapse of the economy. Put simply, politicians' interest in legal reform in and 

individual liberties in the post-Soviet period has taken a back seat to matters of statehood. and 

especially the relationship to Russia of independent Ukraine. For the state, the key issues ha\.e 

been sovereigne and survival. not modernization and liberalization of the legal system. The 

reform of criminal justice in any direction has been stalled by this political calculus. 

Judicial Reform. 

In the first years of independence. Ukraine mo\.ed quickly to introduce judicial refoniis. 
.. 

In .4pri1 1992. a Conception of Judicial Reform \vas endorsed b\r the Parliament. and b ~ .  the end of 

1993. a packet of Ian-s \vas adopted that substantially impro\.ed thc status of judges in I'kraine 

and reduced external influence on their v,.ork. Instead of being elected by the public at large for 

fi\.e year terms. district court judges Lvere no\v elected. upon the recommendation of the Chainnan 

of a Regional Court, for 10 year terms by the regional legislatii,e assemblJ..'6 Judges also acquired 

some capacit!. for self-go\.ernment, ivith neiv corporate associations (Councils of Judges) and 

"judicial qualification commissions" (comprised of judges and lan?'ers nominated b), politicians). 

that \vetted candidates for judicial posts, controlled disciplinap. proceedings. and con\zened 
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Congresses for the discussion of reform issues. There were also increases in the salaries of 

judges, as well as a host of new benefits and privileges, including, most importantly, the right to 

adequate housing within 6 months of appointment." 

Unfortunately, these innovations did little to address the tn-o main sources ofjudicial 

dependence -the Ministry of Justice and higher courts - and were much more modest than those 

called for by judges and many legal scholars. Most judges. for example. uished to take a\+.ay 

-- from the Ministry of Justice the responsibility for judicial administration and court financing. and 

create in its place an entirely autonomous Judicial Department. subordinate only to the Supreme 

Court and Council of Judges." But the Ministry of Justice \vas reluctant to give up this important 

lever of influence on judges, and the deputies in the Parliament, excited about democratic rule and 

representatiL'e government. \yere unuilling to cede political poLver to the judiciap. The forces 

against radical reform Lvere simply too poLverfu1. Furthermore. there ivere substantial problems in 

the realization of e\.en these modest impro\.enients in judicial status and independence. Despite 

the new legislation. judges had difficulv obtaining appropriate housing. continued to \+.orli in 

dilapidated buildings. and \yere frequently exposed to outside pressures (ofien from deputies 1.'' 
.- . 

Not surprising1)-. the number of 1-acancies and rate of turno\.er in the judiciaq. remained hish.  

u.hich onl!? sen.ed to \vorsen the performance of courts about \+.hich politicians \yere so agitated. 

In February 1994, the President ordered \+.ark on a ne\\. Conception of judicial Reforni. hut t.1- the 

time one had been drafted. the window of political and economic oppofluniry for radical changes 

had closed." Parliamentaqr elections in hlarch. 1991. folloived b>. Presidential elections i n  

October. and a ro\v over the division of poivers in the drafting of a ne\+' constitution created a 

political crisis that put judicial reform off the acti\,e agenda. So contentious \\'ere the politics of 
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Ukrainian Constitutionalism that only narrowly was a collapse of the Republic avoided." 

The adoption of a new Constitution in 1996 reopened the door to radical legal and judicial 

reform, for it enshrined a wide array of important civil liberties and proclaimed new forms of 

courts that will require profound changes to the organization of the judiciary and criminal 

procedure. For example, the Constitution proclaims rights against double jeopardy (art. 6 1 ). 

searches and seizures not sanctioned by courts (articles 29-3 l), and contains provisions for j u q .  

trials, new forms of appellate review, and the abolition of the Procuracy's poLver of "general 

supenision." HoweLrer, none of these rights and changes are realizable nithout ne\v enabling 

legislation, and the "Transitional Provisions" in the concluding chapter of the Constitution. 

Section 15, postpones the introduction of many of these changes until 2001, or until such time as 

Parliament introduces such legislation. Because of the protracted socio-economic crisis. and the 

priorities of political figures at the national level. the state has not had the means ivith n.hich to 

deliirer on these promises. The onl), major institutional innoixion in the area ofjudicial refbrni 

has been the introduction of a Constitutional Court. \vhich has been besieged b!. questions of the 

proper configurationof state po\ver. not the niceties' of criminal lau- and procedure.-- T\\-o other 

dramatic new institutions - the introduction of habeas-like hearings for those in pre-trial 

detention." and the possibilit). of bail" - ha\.e been grafted onto the neo-inquisitorial structure. 

but neither has had great consequences for courts or the \va>. justice is administered. 

-- 

->  

Judicial refomi in the new Ukraine has thoroughl>r bogged do\vn. There is neither a 

political engine nor public constituency for reform. Both the Supreme Court and the hlinist?. of 

Justice. the t\vo institutions most directly interested and affected b), judicial refomi. lack the right 

of 1egislatiL.e initiative. and are thenisel\-es stalemated o\ver reform issues. The t\\'o Committees 
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in the Rada concerned with judicial and justice reform -the Committee on Legal Reform on the 

one hand, and the Committee on Legislative Facilitation of the Operation of Law Enforcement 

Agencies and the Fight Against Organized Crime and Corruption, on the other - are divided on 

the major questions of the day, and rumored to be patronized by the Supreme Court and Ministry 

of Justice, respectively. The most important piece of reform legislation. the Draft Law on Court 

Organization (Sudoustroistvo), on which the vast majoriq of changes to criminal procedure 

depend. has stalled. The key sticking points include: the proper configuration of projected juries 

(\vhether they will be "mixed" or classical. ho\v many \Totes should be required for conviction and 

acq~ittal); '~ the nature of nelv appellate courts: the relationships of local courts to existing 

administrative units; and the place and role specialized tribunals. such as motions. administratii e 

lam-. commercial. and niilitaq courts." Although a "conciliatory commission" v, as to smooth 

over the differences betlveen the t\\o remainins drafts (originallj. five \\ere submitted). and 

Sirenko. the Chairman of the Committee on Legal Reform. reported]! "promised" that the! uoulil 

be overcome in time to debate the bill before summer recess. the Deputies could not come to 

agreement and the bill Lias not put to the floor for c~nsideration.~' 

In the meantime, the judicia5 has endured a protracted crisis in funding. and a bac!-,lash 

against their enhanced status and nev,l> Lion insulation from outside interference. I n  1998.  court^ 

recekred only 49.6 YO of the amount of funding deemed "essential to basic operations." In 

Februan, a Deputy Ministry of Justice claimed that there had been a tlventy percent increase in 

the amount budgeted for the courts in 1999. so that almost 70% of the level requested b! the 

judiciaq as essential ni l1  be deli\.ered this year." A recent report. honever. clainls that at mid- 

year. courts ha\-e recei\ ed onl). one-third of their appropriations. '' Lo\\er lei el judges repon that 
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their courts receive assistance and short term subsidies from local governments -- Lvhich tends to 

jeopardize their decisional independence in a variety of cases -- but these sums are usually 

modest and will likely dry up as a source of sustenance in the future.30 Having lost its patience 

with the Council of Ministers, the Supreme Court has nokv requested that the Constitutional Court 

rule on the constitutionality of the government's failure to properly find the courts." 

The backlash against courts comes chiefly from the executive. Last year. for example. the 

Council of Ministers proposed amendments to the La\v on the Status of Judges that Lvould ha1.e 

eliminated many of the privileges and benefits of judges." In Januaq of last year. too. the 

h __ 

President established a Higher Council of Justice, u.hich is comprised of 19 individuals. including 

leading politicians, legal officials (of m-hich only t\vo are judges) and scholars. aggressi\.ely \.ets 

first time candidates for judicial posts, and re\.ie\vs disciplinan. conduct materials.'' Councils of 

this kind in other countries, such as France. Ital),. and Canada. are dominated by judges." The 

President also has arrogated to himself the right to appoint chaimian of district courts: although 

the Constitution is ambiguous on this point. the most responsible reading gi\.es this power to the 

judges of the court in question.'5 Finally. the President has displa>.ed open contempt for t i i t  

Supreme Court's autonomy. This Februap,. for example. President Kuchma complained to a 

journalist about the Supreme Court's supenision of judicial practice on matters related to the La\\ 

on Foreign Investment. Specificall),. he charged that and that the Supreme Court \\.rongfullJ 

endorsed lo\ver court practice, Lvhich upheld the rights of foreign ini.estors after the I m v  \sas 

annulled. Kuchma suggested that people hurt by such decisions should "demonstrate" i n  front of' 

the Supreme C ~ u r t . ' ~  Under these circumstances, it is not surprising that responsible 

- -  
parliamentarians claim that '-the judicia? today is completeij- subordinated to the ssecuti\'e."" 
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The Police. 

The police, or MVD, have been beset by similar problems stemming from the w eahness of 

the state and the chronic crisis in funding government operations. The MVD, according to the 

present Minister, Iu. F. Kravchenko, is financed at only 30 % of its basic needs." Although some 

of the shortfall is made up by local government subventions. the inabiliv of the state to properly 

fund and maintain the police has led to an exodus -- both involuntaq' and coerced -- of capable 

cadres. a reduction in the ability to train reliable policemen and criminal in\.estigators. and a sense 

of betrayal that adversely affects the loyalv of the police. Indeed. this combination of factors has 

spawmed considerable corruption in the ranks. Most of the corruption about \ihich there is reliabls 

information. and much folklore. is of the pett)'. garden variety kind -- such as the indiscretions of 

the emplo) ees of the State Automobile Inspectorate (GAI). But the scale of these and other fornib 

of professional degeneration is nevertheless u orrisome. For example. internal in\ estigations 

uncovered 1 OS "acts of corruption" in 1997. and in the first quarter of 1999. 50 policemen \\ r ~ e  

fined for misdemeanor corruption. In 1997 and 1998 respectiLel1. mors than 10 percent (24.500 

and 30.500 of a total of 220.000) of MVD emploj ees ere relie1 ed of their duties. some of \\ honi 

Liere fired for ivrongdoing : in addition. 525 and 325 faced criminal prosecution for \ arious Linds 

of malfeasance." Even if the direct consequences for the fight against crime of this c 3 7 1 7 1 [ 1  d C Y ) I ~ I {  

__ 
- 

are not great, the impact on the public perception of police inregrit) and efiicac1 is considerahle. 

and tends in turn to contribute to the scale of unreported crime. 

A different form of police corruption may have more serious long-term conscquences for 

fighting crime. In some cases. officers and even uhole police units have sold out to or been 

captured b? criminal groups. a del-elopment dubbed "merging" (srashilmie) in  both Ukraine an3 
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Russia. Although no reliable data exist on this kind of corruption, it is clear that the police on 

occasion perform services for wealthier, better supplied criminal groups and businesses -- by 

looking the other way, providing tips, selling information, or, less commonly. doing their dirty 

work. It is also not uncommon for police to compete with criminal groups in the suppl>. of 

protection services. Some of this activity is centralized. aggressively marketed. and organized 

institutionally within the MVD as "Extadepartmental Securih (Vnevedomstvennaia okhrana). 

But some of the "protection" services provided by police are unofficial and disloyal. The most 

well known examples of this entrepreneurial policing include giving guarantees of safety to 

businesses from the incursions of gangs. criminal groups. or fire. health and tax inspectors." In  

return for these sewices. policemen receive free meals and hospitality from local restaurants. or 

scarce goods and semices from stores. This activic. is difficult to distinguish from racketeering. 

.4t the v e q  least, it blurs the distinction betlveen cops and robbers. Ne\rertheless sonie policemen 

defend these practices as either no different from the free donuts enjoJ.ed on occasion bJ. cops in  

the US, or as a policeman's anthropolog:, -- the kind of good detecti\.e ivork that gets cops closer 

to the ultimate objects of their in\.estigations. Lt'hatel-er the merits of such claims and denials. thc 

state's lack of supenkion of such conduct is cause for concern. 

Partlj. in response to these developments. the hWD has set up a new Diikion for Public 

Relations. So far, this Di\rision has conducted or sponsored i.ictimological sur\.e\.s and used other 

research instruments to better understand public perceptions of and interactions \i ith the police. 

Some of the research and findings are fairl). primitive and used for crude purposes. For esample. 

the hlinister recentl), reported Lvith a sense of accomplishment that 34 percent of respondents i n  a 

sun'ey claimed to trust the police. lvhile 33 percent did not.4' But other projects conducted undcr 
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the auspices of the new public relations Division are more promising. The MVD, for example. 

has helped fund experiments with "municipal police" departments, Lvhich will not only deli\.er 

better information on public attitudes but also develop more reliable information about the estent 

of unreported crime.4' These and other investigations can rely on the considerable research 

potential and capacity of the institutes, laboratories and universities subordinated to the hIVD 

(which we discuss in chapter 4) in order to bring about a better understanding of police problems 

-- and their potential remedies.43 

The Procuracy 

The collapse of the USSR has been both a boon and bane for the Ukrainian Procurac?.. On 

the one hand, the Procuracy has experienced huge gronth - especially in its central administrati\.e 

apparatus, n.hich lacked independent managerial capacit?. \$hen it \vas subordinate to the GSSR. 

By 1997, the number of central staff &is three times that in 1986. The magnitude of this gro\\th 

is now criticized as excessive, and a reduction in personnel and administrati\.e units has been 

engineered by Potebenko. the current Procurator General." But this recent doivnsizing should not 

be seen as a sign of a'curbing of the Procuracy's functions. On the contra?., the scope of "ycneral 

supen.ision" of legalit\', Lvhich the Procuracy ad\-ertises as its greatest \.irtue. has gronm marked!. 

in recent years." The protracted socio-economic crisis, poaching of state assets. and general 

laivlessness in public relations ha1.e heightened the state's need for self-protection and incrszsed 

the public's demand for quick and inespensive legal aid. In this sense: the collapse has brought 

about added justification for the existence of this omni-competent institution. 

On the other hand, the pledge to create a "rule of law state." the desire for greater 

integration n.ith European go\.ernment institutions. and abo\-e all the promised dilution of its 
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functions in the new Constitution, all raise questions about the validity of the Procuracy's present 

status. According to the Constitution, not only are most of the functions of supewising legality in 

the pre-trial stage (searches and seizures, arrest warrants) presently performed by the Procuracy to 

be transferred to the courts, but the rights and powers associated with general supervision are to be 

dissolved by 2001 (Chapter 15, paragraph 13). And although two years are left before new 

legislation must be adopted on these questions, there is already a vigorous debate on the future of 

the Procuracy. The abolitionists are in the minority, although many of the arguments the). 

advance are sound - including the claim that the Procuracy is not sufficiently independent of 

government to be able to properly supen-ise its officials.46 Most of the pillars of the academic 

legal establishment echo the nostalgic and nationalist claims of Potebenko, \Tho insists that 

Ukraine's unique identig. and current socio-economic predicament \Tarrant the retention of the 

historical role of the Pro~uracy.~' Nevertheless. there is considerable uncertaint?. o\'er the future 

role and function of the Procuracy in Ukraine. Research on topics such as prosecutorial discretion 

and the effectiveness of pre-trial supen%ion might influence the outcome of the debate. 

Tlic Cliaructer of Crintinul Justice. 
E .  

There have been only modest changes in the administration ofjustice i n  Vkraine since t h s  

collapse of the USSR. Acquittals remain below 1 percent of all dispositions: in 1998 the!, \\ere 

one half of one percent." There are. hoLvever. strong signs of more rigorous judicial scrutin?. of' 

eLidence amassed by the prosecution - especially in the re\,ie\v of habeas-like pctitions and i n  thc 

rise in the number of cases terminated bj. courts. In both 1997 and 1998. courts released from 

custody e v e 7  third prisoner \Tho contested the legalit), of his pre-trial detention." Betlieen 1990 

and 1998. terminations rose from 5 to 10.3 YO of all dispositions." Together lvith a stead!, rate of 
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returns for supplementary investigation (8-9 percent), these otherwise "liberal" practices of the 

courts have aroused the enmity of the law-enforcement,community, to Lvhich the judiciap once 

belonged. Courts today are accused of coddling criminal defendants and routinely decried as "too 

independent," "arbitrary," or "corrupt." While such charges resonate with a population uncertain 

of public safety, they are for the most part without merit. Each year. courts take into custody more 

accused than they release, and most judges prefer to give the prosecution a second chance in tough 

cases rather than order an acquittal. ., - 

The greatest problem faced by courts in the administration of criminal la\v today is 

excessi\le case-load. Since 1990. the number of criminal defendants has increased b!. 230 o/b and 

the number of administrative, or misdemeanor hearings, has risen in similar proportions. The 

gromth in civil suits has been equally intense. from under 300,000 in 1990 to nearly 800.000 in 

1998." The expansion of the judicial corps, by contrast. has not been large; there ii'as onl). a 

modest increase in the total number ofjudges betn,een 1990 and 1998. But these figures do not 

full!, capture the strain on the judiciaqr, for judges nor$. also pia!. an actil-e role in corporate self- 

L un'ernance in addition to administering an e\.er espanding and often contradicton. bod!. of la\\-. 

The principal means by u-hich this gro\ving burden has been relie\.ed are: defacto 

decriminalization (police and prosecution treating certain felonies as misdemeanors). allo\i.ing 

bench trials in civil suits (if the parties consent to a single-judge hearing). and authorizing judges 

to tn' some criminal matters \vithout la). assessors. h4ore fundamental changes to criminal and 

ci\?il procedure that might simplifj. and accelerate trials are currentl:. under consideration." 
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FiPhting Crime in Ukraine: Assessing the Regime's ResDonse 

Neither the President nor the public finds the performance of the state in combating crime 

satisfactory. More than two-thirds of citizens polled in 1994 rated police work "poor." and just 

over half of policemen polled judged their own "effectiveness-' as "low."" Even the Minister of 

Internal Affairs now claims he is "not satisfied" Lvith police performance. lamenting that almost 

30 percent of murders and robberies are not solved." But public opinion polls. pre-electoral 

platitudes, and clearance rates ajg not sophisticated ways of assessing the system's performance in 

fighting crime. Clearance rates in particular are famously trick). instruments of measurement. In 

Ukraine, as in the US and U.K.. this rate is calculated n-ithout respect to the number of persons 

ultimately convicted of crimes. It is also based not on the number of crimes reported to the police. 

but rather on the number reristered by them. hloreover. it subtracts from the total number of 

crimes police haire to clear the number of cases "suspended" (priostano\vleno) because a suspect 

could not be identified \vithin ti\-o months." For these and other reasons. clearance rates thus tell 

us little about the qualit!. of police detecthe norh. and should be discounted in the attempt to 

assess police performance in Ukraine. Although steps to establish different measures of police 

effecti\.eness are being taken. at present u e  lack a reasonable criterion b> uhich to assess policc 

~ e r f o r m a n c e . ~ ~  

TRO other factors complicate assessments of the s> stem-s response to crime -- limited 

access to data. and the unreliabiliv of official statistics. First. despite more openness in the 

regime's reporting of crime. there are still great problems in accessing infomiation about the 

extent of crime in Ukraine. In 1998. the State Committee on Statistics published on]! 100 cop~cs 

of Crime in Ukraine (Zlochinnost v I'kraine). the onl!. authoritati\ e source of infomiation on raies 
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of crime. Scholarly articles and books with complete sets of data are also rare. One issue of an 

irregular legal periodical accounts for the majority of citations and bulk of public knoLvledge 

about the recorded levels of crime and punishment in Ukraine.57 Even researchers mithin h4VD 

academies and institutes report that they labor under considerable restrictions to the data the!. 

themselves manage.5s Establishing a unified and publicly accessible data base on crime is a 

prerequisite to assessing the system's performance; it u.ould also constitute an important first step 

in the development of a mature empirical criminology in Ukraine. - - 
Second, there are grave and legitimate concerns about the reliability of crime data 

generated by the MVD. Not a single police officer, judge or procurac?. official interi.iei\.ed b!- the 

authors of this study belieL7es that the reported 2.2% decline in registered crime in 1998 reflects 

the truth. Almost all law enforcement officials kno~v  of tricks used to enhance performance 

ratings that distort the aggregate picture of crime -- some of them quite alarniing. For example. 

the head of a district police department outside of Kharkoi, reports that coroners in his district arc 

paid to record m>.sterious cases of murder as instances of -.the infliction of gra\.e bodil!. hami" 

from ivhich death folloived unintentionally in order to re1iei.e the police of pressure to clear these 
.. 

crimes." These and other deceptions are not rare -- and presumabl!. more common for less 

serious crimes. Each j.ear, the Procurac>. uncoL'ers about 15.000 crimes "concealed" ( sknt \  kli  ct 

ucheta) by the police. and opens criminal in\,estigations into another 15.000 cases i\.Iiere the 

police unjustifiably decided not to commence inquiries."' Skepticism and cJmicisni about the 

i.eracity of police crime statistics is so legion in Ukraine that man!. procurators ad\.ocate the 

transfer of control o\'er data registry to civilian authorities.6' 

The government itself has acknoivledged a problem n-ith crime data. and recentl!. endorsed 
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a program to study seriously the causes of, and means of combating. the dark figure -- "latent 

crime" (latentnaia zlochinnost). Funding for this program, unfortunately, has reponedljr dried 

up.6' Nevertheless, initial studies have made some headway. Some scholars have even taken 

steps to set up a conceptual apparatus for the study of latent crime. For example. Zelenetshii 

proposes to distinguish between "artificial" and "natural" latency -- that is. treating deliberate 

police distortion and deception as "criminally latent crime" and the public's underreporting of 

crime as organic.63 Other scholars focus on the extent of this "natural" latency: t\*pically the! 

report large amounts of latent crime. One victimology suney in I(ie\. conducted Lvith 

international assistance found that only half of all crimes are reported to the police.6' -4 senior 

sociologist at a police institute in Kharkov. hoive\ver. suzgests that the rate of unreported to 

reported crime is 10: 1 : for certain kinds of crimes. he estimates it is 30: 1 .05 Sorting out the scale 

of this latent crime is c l ea r l~~  a prerequisite to any assessment. and uould pro1 ide a suitable topic 

for joint research.66 

- 

M'ithout ad\.ances on these three fronts. of course. an!' anal! sis of police performance must 

remain speculati\.e. Our obsen*ations here are accordingl~ tentatil e: the! are intended to raise 

questions for future research. Table 3.3 (nest page) presents data on l e ~ e l s  of reponed and 

registered crime. as uell as the further handling of such offenses b). police in the last 8 >ears. 

Li'hat do these data tell us about the qualit! of policing? 
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ff persons 

"identified" 

186,683 I 68.7 

Table 3.3 Crime and Punishment in Ukraine, 1990-1998. 

I YO persons 

charged 

1 14.671 I 6 1.4 

ff crimes ff I % crimes 

year reported registered 

ff I Yo cases 

opened 

1 6 2 6  1480,478147.8 I NIA 

1990 

1991 1 :::: 1 1,092,330 1 539.299 149.4 ~ 524,063 I 97.1 

,1994 1,197,436 571,891 147.8 550,638 196.3 

1,307,924 64 1,860 I 49.1 586,077 I 9 1.3 

557,905 369,809 166.2 271,346 173.3 

608,440 405,5 16 I 66.6 323,735 I 79.8 

1996 

1997 

I 1998 1 l,3 17,812 I 575.982 143.7 I 518.632 190.0 

1,308,306 617,262 147.1 553,730 189.7 

1,246,650 589,208 147.2 533.447 1 88.8 

207.326 I ? 145.151 170.0 

269.06 1 148.8 1 206.023 1 76.6 

330.067 ! 63.6 I 272.336 f 82.5 

# I YO persons 

convicted * 

104.199 38.2 I 
108.553 126.8 

152,878 / 38.3 1 
174.959 /I 30.5 --i 212.915l33.3 

237.790 / 40.3 

232.598 ' 40.1 
~ 

* as 9'0 of "registered" 

First, there is still a considerable amount of selective registering of crime in Ukrains. Ths 

rise in levels of reported crime \vas not matched by a rise in reeistered crime: in 1990. tn.0 out of 

e\.ery 3 reported crimes uere registered: by 1998. it \vas onl?. 2 out of 5.  Unless the public is 

reporting false or fri\*olous incidents at a groiving rate (nliich is unlikelj.. gii.en the lo\\. public 

confidence in the hP?D). it Lvould appear that the police are dismissing more allegations of 

criminal acti\.ic than b e f ~ r e . ~ '  True. the police are not arbitrarilJ- dismissing reports of crimc: the 

decrease. since 1993. in the percent of registered crimes that led to a fonnal initiation of criminal 

investigation suggests that police are compelled to register such reports even \\.hen the prospects 

of their solution is not great. Nevertheless. Lve need to k n m .  much more about the disiiicentii ts 

to registering crimes. and the rationale for not opening criminal in\.estifatinns \\-lien the requirsd 

elements of a crime are present.68 What soverns police in\.estigators' decisions to confer on 

reported offenses the status of a registered crime? How many reported but unregistered crimes 
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were serious offenses? Is this selective registration of crimes merely a defacto decriminalization. 

or something more corrupt and worrisome?69 

Second, there has been a substantial increase in the percent of persons charged (from 60 to 

82 percent of persons "identified"). Ukrainian prosecutors today. in other Lvords, are freeing from 

criminal liability fewer people than before. What factors determine Lvhether suspects identified b! 

the police as probable culprits ultimately are prosecuted formally by the Procuracy? Does the 

increase in the prosecution rate reflect the selective registration of crimes. a diminished capacit! 

to divert accused from trials. or better policing? We also need to learn nhat it means to the police 

to have "identified" a likely suspect. Although "identified" (LTiavleno) is not a legal term. 

scholars claim it means that there are "sufficient grounds to presume" someone committed the 

crime in question. Is there a common Ian- of "sufficient grounds" in police practice in Chaine. 

that. if codified. might impro\.e their perfomiance? .4t the \ e q  least. more formalized standards 

of policing nould increase MVD accountabilit: to the public. 

Finall!. the ratio of con\rictions to number of registered crimes has increased noticeabl? in 

this period. from 28 to 40 percent. Yet the ratio of con\ icted to reported crime has remained 

fairl! stable. hovering around 1 8 percent for most ! ears. This nould suggest that there has been 

little impro\.ement in the abiliw of police to catch criminals in the past decade. Ho\\elser. in light 

of the great increase in le\rels of crime. the gro\\.ing complexity of offenses. and the underfunding 

of the MVD. perhaps such stead). rates mean police are coping adsquatel! n ith their tasks. 

Clearl>r. there are limitations to the knou4edge that can be generated b>, esamining this data in the 

aggregate. In order to advance our understanding. n-e must approach these data on police 

processing b!. categories of crime. 
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Economic Crime 

Ukraine has decriminalized some previously prohibited economic activities. but it has not 

gone as far as Russia. For example, "speculation" -- that is, the purchase and sale of scarce goods 

for the purpose of making a profit -- remains a crime in Ukraine (Art. 154). as do "illegal currenc: 

transactions." Moreover, since 1992 the Rada has adopted 1an.s that introduced a multitude of ne\\ 

offenses in the economic sphere." Ukrainian society is deeply divided on the question of 

decriminalizing certain forms of economic activiq, especially those affecting retail prices on -- 

consumer goods. On the one hand, many (perhaps most) insist that the economic collapse and 

transition aivay from solely socialist forms of propem relations have gi\.en rise to much nefarious 

economic conduct, a considerable portion of which causes harm to innocent or unLx.ittin2 citizens. 

Others. b!, contrast. argue that the Ukrainian criminal code prescribes penalties for too man>' foniis 

of ill-defined ?pes of economic activih, gilring the regime and its administrators too much 

discretionary control over citizens' daily li\.es. Although this debate is unlikel!. to be sol\.ed b> 

better criminolog!. and police performance assessments. it is instructi1.e to analJze the a\-ailable 

data on economic crime. 
I .  

There indeed has been considerable gronth in the number ofrecorded crimes in the 

economic sphere - an increase in Ukraine o\.erall since 1990 by a factor of tu'o. Nc\wthcless. a 

considerable portion of the rele\xnt articles in the code pertaining to economic crinics rcniain 

"dormant." According to Kalman, a researcher in Iikarko1.. betn.een 1992 and 1996. onl>. 1 .'3 of' 

the offenses listed in the Code found an!' application. and only 50 percent of those criminal 

inlrestigations that n-ere initiated ended up being sent to court." These and other data suggest that 

shortcomings in the fight against economic crime are attributable to escessi\.el>. discretionan- 
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prosecutorial strategies. The high incidence of fines as penalties in particular suggests that the 

offenses chosen for prosecution were not grave. However, other research in Kharkov indicates that 

police strategies are also part of the problem: only minor offenses and offenders are targeted. The 

fact that in Kharkov more than 50 percent of all accused were women suggests that "discretionar! 

policing" also stifles the fight against major economic crime." Sorting out the relative 

contribution of police and procuracy to this shortcoming is a high priorih. Are procurators 

ducking and/or diverting serious ases from prosecution. or are few serious criminals apprehended 

in the first place? Are the police preying only on petty offenders in the market place? \iThat role 

do corruption and performance evaluation play in policing strategies? In order to develop ansuws 

to these and other questions, researchers will need. among other things. more control or er the 

recording of crime in the economic sphere." 

Corruption 

- F 

Corruption in Ukraine has reached truly impressi1.e proportions. As Table 3.4 belon 

shonvs. more than 15,000 ci\-il seri.ants \yere con\,icted of a crime of office last J ear -- that is. f i ~  e 

percent of the total number of cii i l  sen'ants in 1Jkraine." Equali?. impressi1.e is the pcrfonnancrl of 

the Procurac:. in prosecuting official crimes. In 1998. procurators obtained con\ ictions in 67 

J ear 

1997 

1998 

percent of bribery cases knoun to the police (1.631 conlicted: 2.119 registered offenses)." 

Table 3.4 Corruption in Ukraine. 1997: Con\.ictions for "Official Crimes" 

t convictions for Abuse of Office Negligence Accepting Bribes Forger? 

"official crimes" (Art. 165) (.An. 167) (Art. 168) (Art. 171) 

11.31 1 2,756 1.787 1.540 4.435 

15.177 3.861 -.-_ 3 353 1.61 1 6.521 
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This success rate may have less to do with the investigative and trial skills of Procurators 

than with the 1995 Law on the Struggle Against Corruption. By establishing administratiiTe 

penalties (fines and removal for office) for many offenses virtually indistinguishable from their 

counterparts in criminal law -- for example, “receiving material benefits, senices. pri\.ileges and 

other benefits” in exchange for the performance of public sewices (Article 1 A, Law on the 

Struggle Against Corruption) closely resembles “accepting bribes“ (Article 168, Criminal Code)” 

- this law effectively decriminalized many forms of corruption. NOLY. instead of draii ing up 

criminal charges. the police, in consultation xvith the Procuracy. can handle reports of corruption 

_- 

and malfeasance without getting bogged donm in formal, costljr and length!. pre-trial 

investigations. Such added prosecutorial discretion could be expected to improve the qualit>- of 

cases n.ith Lvhich the Procuracy decided to introduce criminal charges. 

Ideally. gilring police and Procurac). new discretion in such matters should ha\.e \i o r k d  

also to diminish the pressures not to dismiss reports of crime and corruption (\vhich. for obi.ious 

evidentiap reasons. are not easy to investigate or prosecute. and thus might Jeopardize clearance 

rates). The ei.idencka\.ailable so far appears to suggest that both Police and Procurac!. are not 

dimissing reports of such offenses. As Table 3.5 (nest page) indicates. in fen. cases do 

Procurators obtain perniission to tc officials ivith imniunih.. and in lcss than half of a11 cases do 

-* 
the!; obtain con\,ictions.” Although Lye do not knov,. the total \.olume of potential off>nsc.s. thcsc 

numbers suggest police and Procuracj. are conducting the struggle against corruption ii-it11 somi‘ 

integrity - or at least Lvithout excess regard for the prospect of success at trial. 
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Table 3.5 Fighting Corruption in Ukraine: Misdemeanor Prosecutions, 1997-1 998. 

246 

# charges filed 

i: sent to trial 

convicted 

# requests for per- 
mission to proceed 
Lvith charges 

permission given 

permission refused 

i: not sent to trial 
(expiv of statute 
of limitations) 

1997 
TOTAL 

6,344 

5,422 

1,925 

995 

188 

378 

37 

4,548 1,096 6,902 

1998 I 1998 
(civ. sewants) I (deputies) 

1.039 

5,128 

N!A "A 

321 

NB: these are misdemeanor, or administrative, offenses, pursuant to the -'Lair. on the Struggle Against Corruprion." 
Sources: Zakaliuk, "Bor'ba s korruptsii v Ukraine,'' unpublished paper: Visnik Yerkhmnoro Sudu. 199s. no. 1 .  

LVhat explains the lolv rate of success in prosecutions for misdemeanor corruption? -4 

stud:. conducted b:. the Supreme Court in May 1998 - to \\.hich. unfortunatel~.. \ve 1ia.e not had 

access - reportedly claims that in half of the cases analyzed b!. the Court. the accused \{.as not. 

legall).. a "public official'' (dolzhnostnoe litso)." In another set of cases. \$.hose size is unkno\\n 

courts disco\,ered the elements of a crime, and thus terminated misdemeanor proceedings so that 

criminal charges \i.ould be draivn up. Furthermore. judges at the &e\. Cit!. Court claim that man! 

cases are poorl>- prepared. They send one-third of their cases got back for supplsnirntap~ 

in\,estigation. xvhence they rarely return. Detectives. these judges maintained. fail to diligentl>. 

execute the orders of in\.estigators. And since defense counsel are present in niost corruption 

cases. man:' charges fail to stand up to the evidentiarj. scrutin). at trial.'q Finall:,. corruption ma)' bc 

part of the ansn'er. The fact that. according to one scholar. some judges assign penalties lo\\.er than 

the statutor?. Iiiininiuni, suggests exchange relations pia). a role here too. 

.. 
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Two factors combine to diminish the effectiveness of the campaign against corruption e\'en 

in respect to those officials that are convicted. First, the sanctions stipulated in the law are far too 

mild; financial penalties (between 25 and 50 "monthly minimum wages," or approximately 250 - 

500 dollars) for corruption are negligible, especially when weighed against the possible gains from 

such activity. Unfortunately, the prospect of change is not great: Parliament is unlikelj. to endorse 

upward revisions in the scale of penalties in the near future, for it is composed of potential objects 

-- 
of such misdemeanor prosecutions.80 Second, the political n i l1  for punishing corrupt officials is 

waning. Local authorities are not only reluctant to allow prosecutions (only rarely are officials 

stripped of their immunity), they inten.ene in the process of punishment as \{.ell. According to th? 

,Council of Ministers, every Znd convicted official is not dismissed from his or her position. despite 

the requirement of removal in the Law on the Struggle Against Corruption. At  the national le\-sl. 

too, government appears to have n-ashed its hands of the corruption problem. In its most recent 

decree, the Council of Ministers decried the "formal" implementation of the 1995 Lan.. hut took nc-, 

new steps to reinL4gorate the struggle." In short. the problems in the struggle against felon!. and 

misdemeanor corruption are as much political as the>. are legal and organizational.8' 

Organized Crime 

c I 

Ukraine mo\.ed quickly to develop an adequate machinen. to combat organized crime. 

In Jul>r 1993, Parliament adopted a law "On the Organizational-Legal Foundations of the Fight 

Against Organized Crime," lx-hich not only established an analjtical bureau for the stud!. of 

'-organized crime," and created a new office Lvithin the President!. for coordinating the struggle 

against it: but also introduced a sleu. of new police po\vers.s3 Under the La\v. the ne\v special C'nits 

for Fighting Organized Crinie (UBOP) Lvithin the MVD and FSB (Federal Securit!. Senice. or 
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successor to the KGB) were empowered to: 1) subpoena information from banks and other 

commercial entities; 2) petition a court to suspend the license and close down operations of 

commercial entities suspected of criminal acts; 3) conduct wiretaps and searches and seizures -- in 

some cases without a warrant from the Procuracy; and 4) pay people to infiltrate and/or establish 

commercial relations with suspected criminal organizations (Articles 12 and 13). The same law 

also introduced the possibility of immunit). (partial or complete) for especially cooperative 

participants (Article 14, part 2). A fe\v months later, in December 1993, Parliament adopted a - 

another helpful law "On Ensuring the Safety of Participants in Criminal Proceedings." n hich 

created a host of protections for \vitness and victims of crimes - including identic changes. ~i ork 

and residence relocations, and provisions for the securiv of dependents.84 Together nith la\+ s that 

either introduced ne\v crimes or raised penalties for offenses committed b! criminal groups - such 

as extortion and racketeering - this legislation appeared gi1.e the state formidable veapons in the 

fight against organized crime.8' 

The data trucked out by the hl\7D on the fight against organized crime are impressi\ e. 

L ci\ ing credence to tKe (apparentl) contradictor!) claim both that organized crime is no\\ a "threat 

to national securit)" and that it is successfull) being battled.8b According to LII'D statistics. in the 

past three J ears. 3.1 89 organized criminal groups responsible for almost 20.000 crimes 1 1 s  e been 

"exposed and destro>.ed" (\Ta\.leno i unichtozheno)." A closer examination of the data. ha\\ e\ cr. 

generates concern about the use of this indicator as a measure of success in the fight against 

organized crime. First, there appears to be little attrition in the v,ar against organized crime. Each 

year. the same number of groups that is destroJed reappears in the statistical ledgers of "identified" 

groups.88 Second. the groups caught and '-destro\ed" are apparently not guilt) of large numbers of 
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crimes. In fact, the average number of crimes committed by each organized group has declined. 

from 10 in 1991 to 7 in 1998. Although it is conceivable that this decrease is a consequence of 

earlier detection and interdiction by the police, it is more likely that this statistic represents the 

modest scale of criminal activity of the groups that are caught. Third, data on the character of the 

crimes committed by organized groups suggest that only minor groups are being apprehended and 

brought to justice. Between 1990 and 1998, theft (krazha) accounted for betlveen 35 and 50 

.- percent of the offenses for which groups were charged. Although robbeq, extortion and murder 

are becoming part of the repertoire of groups caught, they remain a small percentage. 

What accounts for the problems in fighting organized crime in Ukraine? ii7hj. are onlj. 

minor groups being caught? There are at least five kinds of difficulties that merit our attention. 

First, corruption and the compliciq of go\.ernment in organized crime are serious obstacles to its 

in\restigation and prosecution. According to a senior researcher in the President's Coordinating 

Committee for the Fight Against Corruption and Organized Crime. corruption is '*the main 

obstacle in oL'ercoming organized crime in Ukraine."8q Many forms of corruption are in fact 

indistinguishable from organized crime. A significant percentage of those officials fined for 
r.  

misdemeanor corruption. for example. \vere charged lvith protecting or failing to stop unla\vful 

activities of economic entities under their regulatory control.'" This political patronage ma!. \\.t.i! 

protect offenders from the scrutiny of criminal investigators. I t  is not clear. ho\ve\.er. that 

complicitjr and corruption in the ranks of the XlVD are part of the problem in tackling organized 

crime. According to senior officials in the Procurator General's office. onlj. a Snldl pt'rcentage 

(6.8%) of investigations conducted b]. the UBOP are "terminated for non-rehabilitati\.e reasons." 

\\.hich is a comrenient \$.a>. of getting rid of un\vanted cases." Ho\ve\.er. in light of the frequent 
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allegations of police corruption from the MVD itself, further research, including study of other 

potential indicators of police complicity such as latent crime, should be conducted on this question. 

Second, there is a significant problem with resources in the fight against organized crime in 

Ukraine. Although its UBOP enjoy a separate budget line in the MVD's annual appropriations, the 

funds are either inadequate or sequestered. Investigators report that there is not a1ivaJ.s enough 

money to pay for expert testimony and lab work, and they are sometimes faced Lvith extortion: 

experts sometimes will refuse toFelease their reports and conclusions until cash is paid in ad\.ance. 

There are also many mundane problems associated ivith insufficient funding. Shortages of cars. 

surveillance and crime scene equipment, and other technology s1ou.s doun the n.ork of 

investigators and hampers timely prosecutions. Finally, investigators have hea\-y case-loads and 

receive little. if any, special training for their ~7ork . '~  Faced ivith the prospect of low clearance 

rates at the end of each accounting period. investigators gi1.e preference and greater attention to 

cases that are more familiar and easier to solve." 

Third. there are problems in the organization. administration. and coordination of the 

struggle against organized crime. Principal responsibili5 for guiding the fight against organized 

crime rests ivith the ephemeral-sounding 'Coordinating Committee for the Fight Against 

Corruption and Organized Crime.'' Established in June 1 993. the Coordinating Committee li as in  

1997 to be transformed into the Xational Bureau of Inixstigation. the Ukrainian analo, *us of the 

FBI. A Presidential Edict creating the NBR \vas issued. and consent to the creation of such an 

institution \vas obtained from the Constitutional Court. but the Parliament failed to enact enabling 

legislation: the NBR therefore remains an entit). on paper onl>r. Little is h o \ v n  about the \{.orh- and 

structure of the Coordinating Committee. -4ccording to its SecretaQ,, its prima?- focus is not 
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economic crime but contract murders and the prevention of crimes against members of the mass 

media.94 Although the Coordinating Committee has met 47 times since 1993, it addressed the 

question of witness protection for the first time in June 1999, and only recently finalized a unified 

system for reporting organized crimes." This information gives the impression that the state has 

only just begun setting up the administrative machinery for successfully fighting organized crime. 

Fourth, there are many problems of interagency cooperation and rivalry -- perhaps because 

-. 
of the absence of a permanent institution for directing the fight against organized crime. The 

organized crime battlefield is therefore institutionally over-croLvded. Lvith the Tax Inspecorate. 

Customs Agency: Central Bank, Security Senice, Procuracj. and Police all competing for 

jurisdiction and the retvards from successful prosecutions. The competition bet\veen the P rocurq .  

and Police is especially problematic. In 1993, special in\,estifatoq. units for organized crime \\.ere 

created within the departments of the Procuracy for overseeing legalit). in the fight against 

organized crime. Although this practice >.ielded positi1.e results. according to a senior official froiii 

the Procuracy, these special units Lvere dissohred in 1997. and 0peratiL.e control of organized crime 

in\,estigations reverted to the UBOP of the h4\.'D.96 'Even the UBOP. IioLvever. lack an 

in\.estigatory monopol).; last >.ear. approximatell. 30 percent of organized crimes \wrc: iii\-estigated 

by ordinay police.97 To some extent, then. the recent appointment of the Procurator General as the 

new Chairman of the Coordinating Committee may relie1.e some of these tensions and settle somc 

of the jurisdictional jealousy (likely in favor of the Procuracy). But if past politics is a guide. 

adn1inistratii.e intrigue only begins after the appointment of a nen- boss. 

Finally, much to the dismay of police, procuracy and judges. Ukraine still lacks a legal 

definition of "organized crime." Nolvhere in the Criminal Code is the tenn "organized crimc" 
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explicated a~thoritatively.~~ It is not clear, however, how much this void hampers the fight against 

organized crime. There is ample room for prosecutorial maneuver in the provisions for 

"accomplices" (souchastie) in Article 19, and many articles of the Code prescribe penalties for 

various forms of participation in proscribed conduct (for example, in Article 69. on Banditism and 

in Article 1 558, on Interfering With Legal Economic Activity). Furthermore. official 

Commentaries on the Code, which lack legal force but neLrertheless give guidance to legal 

practitioners, help elucidate the meaning of "organized crime."99 The real problem may be in the 
-. 

operative definition of organized crime. Lvhich appears to rely heavilj. on '.stabilit>." or '-durabilit>" 

(ustoichivost) as the defining attribute of an organized group. Almost all judges. in\.estigators. and 

procurators intenrieived for this study complained about the evidentiay difficulties of pro\.ing t t x t  

a group is "stable." Here it appears that m>-ths about the mafia. and the earl). de\.elopment of 3 

sophisticated and rather scholastic conceptual apparatus -- f i t  only. perhaps. for the anal) sis of 

c rrroups in Sicily -- may be hampering the prosecution of organized crime.'" Ob\.iousl>. an 

authoritati\re definition of the term "organized crime-' in the Code \ \ odd  assist legal officials. as 

\ \ o d d  the oirercoming of other hurdles in procedural la\\ (such as freeing accomplices from 

criminal liabilit) ) , l o '  but the paucie of prosecutions for niajor criniinai groups cannot bc. attributed 

solel! to legal lacunae. 

The Future of Criminal Justice Reforms 

As this oveniew of criminal justice in post-SoL iet Ukraine has shoun. refomis ha\ 2 ksn 

modest. slou. and fitful. Periodic successes and ad\.ances - such as the incorporation of 

amendments into the existing code -- may actually ha\ e slo\\ ed do\\n the reform process b> 

diminishing the political urgencj. of adopting a ne\v Criminal Code (Kriniinaln\.i Lodeks) and 
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Code of Criminal Procedure (kodeks kriminalnogo protsessu). For example, the introduction of 

stiffer sanctions for certain politically sensitive offenses -- such as economic crimes -- in 1995- 

1997 fostered complacency in the movement to adopt new basic legislation. Nevertheless. the 

"general part" (obshchaia chast') of the new Criminal Code, which lays out basic rules and 

principles (e.g. on punishments, and key concepts such as negligence. conspiracy) has passed a 

first reading in the Rada, and is slated for a second reading as soon as Parliament resumes in the 

Fall. It is unlikely, however, that this first part will sail smoothly through the legislature. for there 

remain fundamental disagreements on key issues, as \vel1 as specific arguments on smaller issues 

that may escalate into factional or doctrinal disputes. 

A central sticking point will be the norms go\.erning conspiracy and accomplices 

(souchastie) - Chapter 6 ,  Articles 3 - 3 0  - ivhich are central to the prosecution of organized crime. 

There is2 for example, likely to be concern. if not alarm. o\-er the open-ended description ofthe 

means by uhich a "facilitator.' (posobnik) can be deemed to haire assisted in the commission of 2 

crime."' In addition. there are lvhat appear to be doctrinal disputes over the minimum number of' 

persons required for a crime to be deemed committed b? an organized "group." For tt\ample. 

Lit\.ak. the former Procurator General. insists it is nonsense for t n o  people (xihich. he points ON. 

are in fact "pair") to continue to be considered a amgroup.a'''' Another point of contention [ \ i l l  bc 

the introduction of criminal liabili8 for organizations and 'juridical persons" (iuridichcskikh l i t < ) .  

ivhich \vi11 place economic interests in harms \vay. 104 Finall\-. there promises to be much dsbats 

on the special part (osobennaia chast) of the Code. uhich defines and stipulates penalties for all 

offenses. but has >.et to be examined as a ivhole by parliament. Reportedl?. deputies and 

interested groups and agencies haire submitted more than 1200 proposals on the special pan ofthi. 
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code, with recommendations ranging from punishment scales, the delimitation of offenses. and 

the allocation of investigative jurisdiction. lo' 

No less important to the reform of criminal justice, and improved fight against crime in 

Ukraine, is the elaboration of a new Code of Criminal Procedure. In July of this >'ear. a "Lvorking 

group" under the auspices of the Council of Ministers and chaired by Maliarenko. the Head of 

the Criminal Division of the Supreme Court of Ukraine, submitted to the government a final 

draft of the Code. Before sending it to Parliament for debate and first reading. holyever. the 

Council of Ministers reportedly distributed the Draft to certain scholars and institutions for 

further commentary. Though such deliberative diligence is not unusual in Ukrainian legislati\.e 

politics, it is odd in the case of this lan. since the norking group consisted of not onljc a broad 

array of leading specialists in criminal procedure. but also officials from numerous interested 

government agencies. Whatever the reason for such caution in the de\ elopment of this 

legislation. it is not likely that the Draft Code of Criminal Procedure \vi11 recei\,e a first reading 

in the Rada until the Fall (the Rada reconl.enes on September 6. 1999). \$.e do not expect brisk 

adoption of this law either. since there are so man!. control ersial issues. 
.. 

Apart from doctrinal differences on appellate procedures and the proper scope of rci.ie\\ - 

there are likely to be dralvn out debates about summap' criminal proceedings -- during both the 

pre-trial inlrestigation and trials. Opposition to the abbre\.iation of criminal inl.estigations and 

acceieration of trials is primarily \vell-nieaning: opponents \.ieu. such proposed siniplifications of 

criminal procedure as dangerous incursions into the rights of suspects and accused - and as an 

echo from the Stalinist past. But Lvithout some fomi of plea bargaining or sentence agreenient. it  

is hard to imagine a radical improvement in the fight against organized (or e\'en merel\r group) 
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crime. Ukraine's system of criminal justice presently lacks the means by which to sufficiently 

encourage, and reward, the cooperation of co-defendants. 
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Chapter Four 

SOVIET AND POST-SOVIET CRIRIINOLOGY IN UKRAINE 

Criminology in post-Soviet Ukraine, like its counterpart in the Russian Federation, 

constituted an applied field of social research, based mainly on legal categories. and reflecting 

few, if any, developments in Western sociological theory since World War 11. The field \vas also 

underfunded, and lacked both a sufficient number of established senior scholars and an infloiv of 

young talent. To understand why criminology in Ukraine was underdeveloped calls for 

examination of the history of Soviet criminoloe)., in general as \vel1 as in the republic of Ukraine. 

We begin with a brief review of this histov and then offer a portrait of the main institutions and 

research foci of Ukrainian criminology today. 

-. 

In the first decade after the Russian Revolution native criminolog?. driveloped an 

impressive set of institutions and activities. Young legal and medical researchers alike 

succeeded in gaining sponsorship from governments ranging from the federal to the city le\.el 

and establishing a major research institute in Moscon- (the State Institute for the Study of Crime 

and the Criminal) and a series of research offices (kabinen,) in a number of cities. including 

Odessa, and later Kiev and Kharkov. -4lthough like their European counterparts. So\.iet scholars 

treated criminolog). as primarily a legal science. its research \\as interdisciplinan and includcd 

both sociological-statistical study of crime and biops? chological esaminations of criminal 

offenders. But its home in la\v did not sa\re criminolog from the destruction that befell all sociid 

research. In 1929. young Marxist scholars attacked the clinical side of SoLiet criminolog! as 

'-neo-Lombrosian" and therefore "anti-Marxist", and not long after e\ en the purel! sociolngical 

studies (e.g. of recidiIrism. or alcoholism and crime) ivere also stopped. The problem ~ i a s  that 
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Stalin and his henchmen found any empirical research (or reality-testing) more threatening than 

useful, and all (largely embryonic) forms of social research died out in the 1930s.' 

The revival of empirical social research became a progressive cause after Stalin's death. 

and the first efforts at small-scale criminological studies were undertaken behind the closed doors 

of the Procuracy's new institute for police science founded in 1957. By 1963 the proponents of 

criminology succeeded in getting the profile of this institute broadened and its name changed to 

the "All-Union Institute for the Study of the Causes and Elaboration of Measures of Prei enting 

.I Crime". Obsiously a mouthful in any language. the Institute u a s  knonn for decades (el en v. hen 

its formal name changed again to the "Research Institute for the Strengthening of Legality. La!{ 

and Order") as the Procuracy Institute.' 

The revival of criminology uas approved by p a q  authorities on the grounds that 

empirical (or "concrete sociological") research nvould improve la\\ enforcement and reduce 

crime. that is make a practical contribution. But the keepers of the ideologj. insisted that the 

reality testing not challenge party doctrine or dogma. Since 1930 crime ifas officiall? understood 

as a "remnant of the bourgeois capitalist order", foreign to So\ iet social structure and on the 

decline. As late as 1960 no one could publish anlthing to the contraT. But i t  \vas difficult to 

deLre1op any kind of criminology on this basis. and during the 1960s and 1970s criniinologists 

struggled to expand their domain. In the early 1960s. A.B. Sakharov helped to make stud! ofthi. 

personality of the offender a legitimate object of study, e\.en though he understood "personalit!," 

as a social-psychological, and not biologically determined. structure. A few years later. I.S. Soi  

(of Saratov) pushed further to get recognition of the role, ho\yever limited, of biological factors 

in crime causation. thereby facing head on the original ideoiogical objection to criminology. 
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Finally, in the 1968 and beyond V.N. Kudriavtsev developed a multi-factorial vector-based 

theory of crime causation, which integrated and gave place to a wide variety of primary and 

secondary factors. Kudriavtsev's original theory, developed with little knoLvledge of Western 

scholarship, was in its integrative power analogous to Sutherland's .*theory of differential 

association", but it represented macro theory rather than theory of the middle range. and did not 

generate researchable hypotheses.' 

The unwillingness of the Soviet leadership to recognize. at least publically. that crime 

was endemic to socialist as well as capitalist sociev. had another unfortunate consequence. 

namely the keeping secret of all statistics on crime and on the processing of crime cases. At 

most, criminologists \vho gained access to official data were alloLved to present anal! ses in 

percentage terms. and e\ren then. man!' studies \vere placed under the restricti1.e categoqr "for 

internal use only". 

M'ho lvere the new Soviet criminologists? In the main specialists in criminal la\\ (a fsii 

psychologists joined). \vho managed. one n-ay or another. to learn something about techniques of 

statistical analysis and perhaps sunre!' research. In the 1960s. 1970s. and 1980s. thsre \\ere no 

sociologists available to study crime or deviance. for all forms of social research had bsen 

stopped under Stalin, and practitioners of the nen I!- re\ i \  ed sociology had great trouble gaining a 

foothold in universities: all sociology \vas taught as a subfield of philosophl.. and f a \  

sociologists were produced until the late 1980s. From the mid 1960s criniinolog! did become a 

compulsory subject in lau faculties. and a professor at e \ 'eq institution training jurists had to 

teach it .  But research in criminology \vas concentrated in t\vo large research institutes in 

hloscoLv--in the Procuracj. Institute alreadjr mentioned (u.hich at it peak had nearl: t n  o hundr~d 
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researchers, half doing criminological study), and from the 1970s in the Research Institute of the 

Ministry of Internal Affairs. The latter quickly became the main center for studies of penal 

institutions and their inmates and of policing, while the former concentrated on studying the 

causes and prevention of various kinds of crime. In the 1970s criminologists succeeded in 

convincing many legal officials that criminal justice had to prevent crime as \vel1 as repress 

criminals, and criminal policy came for a while to reflect this emphasis.' At no time. honever. 

was serious, extended study of-the behavior of police and legal officials attempted. SociologJ of 

criminal law remained underdeveloped. 

t 

In the late 1970s the study of victimology began to make headLvay. but. on the uhole. the 

intellectual framework of Soviet criminology did not grow beyond its ruling paradism. For one 

thing. criminological theory did not advance beyond the multifactorial theories of the 1970s. In 

particular. none of the major Western developments from the 1950s on--stigma or interactionist 

theoq; the advances in theories of strain and opportunit): the critical or neo-Llarsist criminolog: 

de\reloped especially in England: the Foucaultian. post-structuralist theoq : or the application to 

criminology of theories of risk. Post-Sutherland sociological theories of crime. sa! from hlcrron 

to Clonard and Ohlin, to Becker and the interactionists. \sere analJzed for So\ iet audiences in 

the 1971 by A.M. Iako\.lev. but the ideas uere not absorbed into mainstream So\ iet criminolog>. 

not did they have an impact on research agenda.' Fe\\ criminologists tra\ eled abroad (e\ en to 

conferences). and those that did understood the limitations under \shich the! had to \\orb. 

When Ukraine became an independent country at the end of 1991. it inheritsd a modest 

criminology. There were no major criminological research centers at all (recall that the institutes 

attached to the Procuracy and MI'D mere in Moscon). and uhat research esisted \\as conducted 
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mostly by faculty at the various police academies and legal training institutions. At the same 

time, the theoretical and methodological scope of criminology in Ukraine was limited. Studies of 

crime and its causes had a narrow applied approach, and categories or concepts were largely legal 

rather than sociological in nature. Obviously, there was a shortage of senior scholars ready IO 

step into the breach, and government underfunding of all science (due to the economic collapse) 

made careers in legal and social science unattractive to bright and ambitious youngsters.6 

In this context, the institutional development of post-Soviet Ukrainian criminologj. is 

remarkable. As of 1999, there were at least three major centers of criminological research in 

Ukraine (one in Kiev, two in Kharkov) and research n-as being conducted in man). other places as 

well. The scholars of the police took the lead. with a large number of criminologists emplo\.ed at 

The National Academy of Internal Affairs (the former Police Higher School) in Kie\.. and the 

University of Internal Affairs in Kharkov. both of ivhich are police training institutes. The 

National Academy of Internal Affairs (NAIA) is home to tn.0 groups of criminologists -- one 

Lvorking in the many laboratories of its Research Institute. and another in its Department 

(kafedra) of Criminology. The Department of Criniinolog). is staffed bj- able teachers. fe\\ of 
*. 

tvhom do applied research. hob-ever. The Academy's leadership includes Shakun (First i-ict: 

Chancellor), a prolific criminologist, Lvith several ivorks on urbanization and crime. but \f hose 

research. oddly enough, is not l ' e v  empirical. The bulk of the .4cadem~.'s applied criminological 

research therefore takes place under the aegis of its Research Institute. a former branch of ths 

All-Union Research Institute of the USSR MVD. 

Most of the criminological research at the NAIA Research Institute is commissioned b). 

the government. often directly by the MVD. This accounts for the highlj. specific and \~oluhle 
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character of the topics selected for research. For example, in the last year, the Research Institute 

initiated major new criminological research projects on piracy and intellectual propeq . illegal 

migration, securities fraud, and the drug trade. The purpose of this research is often to produce 

draft legislation or recommendations for police operations. For example, Zhuzha (Head of the 

Department of Criminology) and Khruppa, two experts on drug crimes. are responsible for 

formulating the National Antinarcotics Program for 2001 -2005. Another group of scholars is 

charged with a project to produce recommendations on death penal5 legislation. Despite this 

“e. much pressure to produce highly specific and immediately applicable criminological knon.led= 

fundamental research is still conducted. For example. Kulik and Bobyr. tn-o experts on crime 

statistic,s and patterns of criminality, have begun inno\.ative studies of latent crime (including 

victimological supeys) as \vel1 as a study of the causes of”professiona1 deformation” in the 

police force. Another scholar at the Research Institute. Glushkoi.. u.ho also u.orks for the 

Coordinating Committee on the Fight Against Corruption and Organized Crime. has de\ eloped 

sophisticated conceptual apparatuses for studJing organized crime.’ 

I 

In Kharko\..‘the Universic, of Internal Affairs is administered b!- Bandurka. a prominent 

Deputy (member of parliament): \vho is also Vice President of the Ukrainian Association of 

Criminologists.’ The University is fair]!. young. ha\.ing graduated only fi\.e classes of jurists 

(about 10.000 students): most of Lvhom have joined the ranks of detectives and in\.estiptors in  

the MVD. Already, however. the University has developed a Laboratory of Criniinolog! 

Research. Lvhich is \yell-funded and well-equipped for adi.anced applied research. The computer 

facilities in particular are impressive. The Laboratoq. dralvs on faculty from man> different 

departments of the UniLrersity for its research. and is coniniitted to interdisciplinac appmachcs t o  
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the topics it studies. Yarmish, the First Vice Rektor of the University, supervises all academic 

research, and Sobolev, the Chair of the Department of Social Psychology, one of only a handful 

of scholars in Ukraine with the degree of Doctor of Sociological Sciences, plays a central role in 

most projects. 

The Laboratory in Kharkov currently has five main topics of research: First. latent crime. 

which is studied primarily through surveys and a cooperative and experimental program \vith the 

city government to set up a municipal police force;’ Second, corruption, racketeering. and 

extortion, which it hypothesizes as a continuum of criminalie; Third, the drug trade and 

narcotics use, especially among juveniles;” Fourth the systematization of crime data and police 

performance indicators; and fifth, the subculture and beha\-ior of organized criminal groups. 

Only for this last topic do researchers propose to use the methods of ethnograph>- and 

anthropology.” On the whole, the Laboratory has an expressed preference for estensi1.e. and 

espensi\re. research tools and methodologies (such as sur\.e>.s). 

Outside of the nrorld of the police stand three different Academies under \vhose auspices 
8 .  

serious criminological research is conducted. The oldest. and now iveakest. is the Xational 

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (NAS). Lvhich is home to the Department for Problems of 

Strengthening Legality and Fighting Crime of the Institute of State and Lan - headed b. .4. .4. 

Svetlov. In this Department are tn-0 veteran criminologists (Kostenko and S\-etlo\.. both Docrors 

of Legal Sciences), and two junior criminologists. The principal research interests of these 

scholars are juvenile crime, criminal psychology. and crimes bjr officials (corruption). But sincc: 

funding for basic research has diminished considerably in the past five years. and the annl>tic 

disposition of these scholars is formal and legal. not empirical or sociological. fen. of their 
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publications are rich in description or data. Their preferred method is a legal "case-study" - that 

is, deducing the causes of the commission of certain kind of crime by analyzing a batch of 

criminal cases that have passed through the courts. 

The second Academy of importance is the National Legal Academy Named After 

Yaroslav Mudry (hereafter, NLA). The NLA, formerly the Kharkov Institute of LaLv. is the 

premier center for the teaching of law for civilians in Ukraine. It employs Ukraine's most \vel]- 

known legal scholars (including Groshevoi. the ageless doyen of Ukrainian criminal procedure). 

V. Ia. Tatsii, the President (Rektor), plays a prominent role in Ukrainian legal politics. and is 

often included ex-officio in many governmental and quasi-governmental bodies (such as the 

Higher Council of Judges). Because of the NLA's focus on instruction. ho\ve\.er. most of its 

faculty are better versed in theory and pedagogy than applied criminology or the actual 

administration ofjustice. There are, of course. exceptions. In fact. many of the best researchers 

(such as Borisov, Kalman, and Zelenetskii) combine appointments at the NL.4 \vith slightl!. 

better-paying xvork at a research institute of the Academy of Legal Sciences. 
1 . 

The Academy of Legal Sciences (-4LS). a brand ne\f. academic research institution. \\as 

established by the President of Ukraine in 1991. It also is headed b!, V. Ia. Tatsii. and is. 

reportedly. one of only four state-funded academies (the other three are the Academies of 

Agrarian. Medical. and Pedagogical sciences). The Acadeni!.'s principal function is to 

coordinate the scientific research of Ukraine's best legal scholars and institutes. It has 

established tLvo subsidiaq bodies -- the Kiei. Regional Center (n-hich houses the Department of 

Legal Information, and is the prospecti1.e site of an Internet Studio Project). and the Research 

Institute for the Study of Problems of Crime. in Kharkoi.. Created in 1995 and headed b!. 17. I. 
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Borisov, a Professor from the NLA, who also works for the American-funded Kharkov Center 

for the Study of Organized Crime, this Institute has a large staff (67 researchers) but limited 

funding. There are, for example no computers or experience with statistical software programs 

or regression analyses in the Sector for the Study of Crime, headed by Kalman. Nevertheless. it  

has produced some valuable studies of corruption and economic crime. its major research focus 

since 1997." The Sector for Judicial Reform. equally challenged by a paucity of resources. has 

also generated valuable reports and commentaries on draft legislation on court organization. 

In addition to these academies and research centers in Kiev and Kharkov. criminological 

research projects are underway in police academies of Donetsk. Dnepropetrovsk. Zaporzhe. 

Lugansk, Lviv. and Odessa and at law faculties of the Uni\.ersities in Lvii . Odessa and Kie\ ." 

Most research at these regional institutions is local. although on occasion scholars are in\ ol\ ed in 

national projects coordinated by the Academy of Legal Sciences Kiei Regional Center. Finall!. 

some crirfiinologists have been seconded into research units u ithin nen go\'ernment structures. 

For example. V. h4. Popovich. author of several Lvorks on the shadon- econonq and "economic 

criminology." noiv Lvorks in a Research Institute x i  ithin the State Tax Administration." In light 

of the great proliferation of governmental agencies in Ukraine. it is likel! that valuable research 

and researchers can be found outside of academia and police institutes. 

The impressive institutional frameLvorks for criminolog del eloped in the last fc\\ >car 

ha\.e not alixa) s inject nen- or vital content into research. Even the main research centers in Kiei 

and Kharkov are by and large staned for funds: man!'. if not most. of their researchers \t orL part- 

time. supporting themselves through teaching and other jobs. At the same time. much of tiis 

research undernag remains \i ithin the framenork of So\ iet criniinolog -- in tenns oftopics. 
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theoretical underpinnings, and research methods. Thus, the main subject areas for research \vork 

published between 1992 and 1998 comprised: the structure and dynamics of crime; the 

personality of the offender; victimology; causes and conditions of crime (alcoholism 

urbanization, migration); prevention of crime (especially in police work): organized crime and 

corruption, economic crime, narcotics and crime, juvenile crime, and violent crime. In most of 

these subject areas publications included three or four short articles and one or t\vo dissertations: 

only seven research monograph and four textbooks uere published. The research plans through 

the year 2000 include a few new topics -- a study of latent crime; a histoqr of penal institutions in 

Ukraine; studies of computer crime -- but the bulk of Ukrainian criminology promises to 

continue along tried and true paths.’’ 

Criminology in Ukraine lvould benefit from an infusion of neiy ideas. theoretical 

approaches, and research methods, and. above all. from the de\.elopment of middle range theoq 

and a ivorking relationship betiveen theoT and research. One 1i-a). to adi,ance this agenda is to 

bring Ukrainian scholars. especially of the younger generation. to b’estern countries for 

prolonged periods of stud),. including participrt.ion in research.16 Another \\-a\. to help t‘krainian 
*. 

criminologists o\rercome the many decades of isolation from b’estern criniinologz. is to organizc 

joint Ukrainian-American (Western) research projects in Ukraine. Participants in such projects 

should recognize from the outset that these \vi11 be learning experiences for all. and partners from 

each side must stand ready both to teach and to recei\.e new ideas. 
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5. A.M. Iakovlev, Prestupnost i sotsialnaia psikholorziia (Xlosco\\-. 197 1). 

6. Danshin, Vvedenie. 73-76; Zelinskii. Kriminoloriia. 15-1 6. 

7. Despite Glushko\F's access to primary materials on organized crime groups. there is little 
ethnography in his Gnalyses and published \vork. , 

8. Bandurka tends to publish highljr publicistic Lvorks. See for example. General hlilitsii 
soL'etuet i preduprezhdaet (Advice and Admonition from a Police General). KharkoL. 1998. 

9. This project began in Januav 1997. and has yielded several publications alread).. A second 
suwej' took place in Februaqr 1999: it is to be follo\ved b!. more detailed inten-ieu-s n-ith \.ictims 
of crimes ivho did not report the offenses to the police. 

10. Work on this topic has already yielded a major report. Narkotiki i niolodezh. Ivrirten up  by I .  
P. Rushchenko. 

1 1 .  Sobolev reports that se\reral of his students are experimenting LL it11 etliioniethodolog). as a 
means of studjing social groups. One had successfully entered into a gyps!. cornmunit!.. For the 
study of subculture of organized criminal groups, Sobolev hopes to conduct intensi\.e research 
inside prisons. 
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12. See, for example, the final reports published in volume 2 of its journal, Pitanniia borot‘bi zi 
zlochinnistiu, Kharkov, 1998. 

13. “Ukrainskaia kriminoIogiia: tsentry, kadry, napravleniia issledovanii. publikatsii. plan?, do 
2000g.,” unpublished report (1 999). 

14. See, for example, his Tin’ova ekonomika iak ekonomichnoi kriminoloeii (Ki>-v. 1998). 

15. “Obzor sostoianiia razrabotki kriminologicheskikh problem i podkhodo\l k izucheniiu i 
analizu prestunosti v nauchnoi literature i pravookhranitelnoi praktiki v 1992-1 998 gg., 
unpublshed report (1 999); “Bibliografiia rabot ukrainskikh kriminologo\.. opublikoimnykh 1. 
1992-1 998 gg.,” unpublished report (1 999); “Ukrainskaia kriminologiia.“ 

.. 

-- 16. Professor Louise Shelley of American Universiq has taken admirable initiatives in bringing 
Ukrainian criminologists to Washington for extended stays. 
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